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ABSTRACT
A two-phase archeological project was carried out at Fort Johnson,
South Carolina (38CH275) during January and March 1976 to evaluate the
archeological resources that would be impacted by the construction of the
Southeast Utilization Research Center. The survey phase of the project
utilized a subsurface sampling technique based upon the random placement
of test cores throughout the site. This phase of the project revealed a
single component shell midden associated exclusively with Hanover Ware
ceramics and the second phase of the project was performed to intensively
investigate this midden. Separate activity areas were delineated during
this excavation and two radiocarbon dates were obtained from oyster shell
in the midden. The implications of this study are of considerable importance
both from the point of view of archeological method as well as understanding
prehistoric behavior patterns on the South Carolina coast.
CHAPTER 1
ARESEARCH DESIGN FOR PRELIMINARY
ARCHEOLOGICAL FIELD STUDY AT FORT JOHNSON, SOUTH CAROLINA*
A preliminary assessment was made on September 30, 1975 of the
site of the proposed Southeastern Utilization Research Center at Fort
Johnson, South Carolina (South 1975). This assessment was requested
by the South Carolina Department of Wildlife and Marine Resources and
by the General Services Administration, Atlanta, Georgia, and was
designed to determine if archeological values were present on the site.
Such values were found to be present in the form of prehistoric Indian
pottery and mid-nineteenth century historic ceramics and other refuse.
As a result of this assessment, a two week preliminary archeological
field study was outlined (Stephenson 1975) and agreed on by representatives
of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology at the University of South
Carolina and the Wildlife and Marine Resources Department. This research
design presents the rationale and method for this preliminary field study
expected to be undertaken between December 1 and December 15, 1975.
The SUe
The site is determined by the location of the planned building and
accompanying parking lots and is positioned to the south of the entrance
gate to the Fort Johnson Site (38CH69). This location at the western edge
of the ninety acre site designated as 38CH69, has been assigned the site
number 38CH275. The area to be occupied by the buildings and parking lots
can be enclosed by a five hundred foot square, and it is this area that is
of primary concern in this preliminary field study.
The site is located between Kings Road and Parrot Point Creek, just
inside the Fort Johnson property line on Windmill Point (Fig. 1) on the
south side of Charleston Harbor (U.S.G.S. James Island Map 1959). A high
shell-midden-covered ridge immediately adjacent to the marsh of Parrot
Point Creek (17.5 ft. elevation) has been designated as site 38CH16 on the
basis of Charleston Museum records. The site 38CH275, of concern in this
study, is located immediately north of 38CH16, with the south edge of the
five hundred foot square sampling area being along the north edge of the
38CH16 site (Fig. 2).
The 38CH275 site is a ridge of sand lying east-west, measuring 100
feet wide by 500 fe·et long, separated from the ridge of site 38CH16 by
a distance of 100 feet of low ground. The ridges on which these two sites
are located are seventeen feet in elevation, dropping to an elevation of
five feet at the marsh on the east and west of 38CH275, and to the south
of site 38CH16, this latter marsh being that for Parrot Point Creek.
*This design was written in December 1975, with the project for which
it was written being executed in nine days from January 12 to 22, 1976,



















The site is now covered with deciduous forest with undergrowth of
yaupon, myrtle, and weeds, etc. This necessitates the cutting of sight-
lines for any archeological survey lines required for the archeological
sampling process.
The Fort Johnson research frame incorporating 38CH275 and 38CH16
is situated within the Coastal biome of the Southeastern Coastal Plain
(Larson 1969; Milanich 1971). This biome is one of two environmental
regions within the Southeastern Coastal Plain, the other being the
Pine Barrens biome. The Coastal biome on the southeastern Atlantic
coast is usually restricted to a one mile coastal strip immediately
adjacent to the Atlantic coast. The Pine Barrens zone extends west
from the interior edge of the Coastal biome to the Piedmont fall line
for a width of 90 to 150 miles (Milanich 1971: 90).
Larson (1969: 13) further divides the Coastal biomeinto three
environmental zones; beach strand, lagoon and marsh, and delta biotypes.
Milanich (1971: 97-98) has reorganized this division into the beach
strand; lagoon, marsh, and barrier island; and live oak strand biotypes.
Milanich's typology will be followed since it more closely.follows the
specific characteristics of the environmental conditions found in the
vicinity of Fort Johnson.
Sites 38CH275 and 38CH16 are located within the lagoon, marsh, and
barrier island biotype and are specifically located on an ancient barrier
island. This landform is part of the late Pleistocene marine terrace
known as the Princess Anne formation (Colquhoun 1969). This terrace was
deposited during a submerged cycle of coastal accretion when the sea
level was approximately 25 feet above the present day level. A coeval
series of late Pleistocene marine terraces is found in southeastern
Virginia and is thought to date to the Sangoman, about 40,000 years ago
(Oaks and Coch 1963: 982~983). Subsequent cyclical sea level fluctuation
has created a seaward accretion of an additional late Pleistocene marine
terrace known as the Silver Bluff formation which is thought to be mid-
Wisconsin in age (Richards 1962; Colquhoun 1969).
Marsh plains were formed between the primary barrier island (Princess
Anne marine terrace) and the original sea strand as the second barrier
island chain (Silver Bluff marine terrace) was deposited (Colquhoun 1969:
12-16). This evolutionary geologi~al cycle has produced a poorly defined
sand barrier island remnant of the Princess Anne marine terrace which has
b~en partially buried by fluvial seaiments forming the adjacent marsh
plains which were discharged during the submerged cycle associated with
the deposition of the Silver Bluff marine terrace formation. Today, the
Princess Anne formation has an elevation which ranges from eight to 17
feet above the present sea level. The morpliology of the Princess Anne
marine terrace was established by the close of the Pleistocene, approximately
10,000 years ago. Only minor eolian and fluvial erosion and redeposition has
occurred since the original formation of the barrier island and the adjacent
marsh plains (Colquhoun 1969: 33).
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Structurally, the barrier island remnant, on which 38CH275 and
38CH16 are located, is composed of fine sands underlain by blue or grey
clay (Cooke 1936). Geological test borings conducted at the research
frame indicated a brown and grey sand strata to a depth of approximately
40 feet, underlain by a ten foot strata of grey sandy clay, with a dark
green calcareous silty clay encountered beneath the preceeding deposit
at a depth of about 50 feet (Lockwood Greene 1975). Soil found in the
Fort Johnson research frame consisted of the type Wando Fine Loamy Sand,
an Entisol soil of recent mineral age characterized by a lack, or only
incipient development, of internal horizons (Miller 1971). The soil
profile consists of a dark brown loamy fine sand "A" horizon with a depth
of about eight inches; no "B" horizon; a brown loamy fine sand "C1" horizon
with a depth from eight to 30 inches; a brown loamy fine sand "C2" horizon
from 30 to 50 inches deep; and a yellow fine sand "C3" horizon encountered
at a depth below 50 inches. Ferrous concretions are common in discontinuous
layers throughout the "C2" horizon. Soil profiles from test excavations
within the research frame closely parallel this typical profile with only
minor variations in the thickness of the individual horizons. In field
observations, it was difficult to clearly delineate the "C1" from the
"C2" horizon in a consistently similar manner from test unit to test unit
although the distinction could be clearly seen in each case~ To avoid
confusion, inconsistency, and arbitrary division, the "C1" and "C2" soil
horizons were grouped together for stratigraphic purposes.
From an ecological and environmental point of view, the location of
sites 38CH275 and 38CH16 provide an ideal position for the exploitation
of a large and varied range of subsistence items. The microenvironments
of the beach strand, live oak strand, lagoon, salt marsh, and barrier
island are l~eated in close proximity to one another. The site location,
in essence, forms an ecotone with all of these microenvironments. The
tidal-drained salt marshes located immediately east of the research frame
provide shellfish, crabs, waterfowl, and estuary fish resources. The
barrier island and live oak microenvironments provide upland faunal
resources, as well as floral subsistence items such as hickory nuts, cabbage
palm flesh, and various edible tree fruits. The deeper lagoon and tidal
creeks provide access to more open water varieties of fish and also marine
mammals such as dolphins.
The vegetation found within the Fort Johnson research frame differed
considerably from that which is typical for the barrier island environmental
sector. Instead of the more typical live oak (Quercus virginiana), saba1
palm (Saba1 minor), with occasional interspersed long leaf pine (Pinus
pa1ustris), hickory (Cayra sPP.), and magnolia (Magnolia grandif10ra)
overstory; bay (Persea sp.), yaupon (I1exvomitaria), and long leaf pine
characterize the overstory compositioii"Oilmost of the lower lying areas
of Fort Johnson, with open pine predominating in the mid-elevations of
the research frame. Live oak does however, form the predominant overstory
member on the easternmost ridge, the location of site 38CH16. Understory
is sparse or non-existent and when found usually consists of grasses and
sedges in the open or pine wooded areas, and various briers and vines in the
more densely wooded portions of the research frame.
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The observed variation in the vegetational pattern can probably be
attributed to the intense historic occupation and its concurrent disruptive
effects on the vegetational associations. Large scale clearing can be
associated with both the Civil War and twentieth century occupations;
although the exact nature and extent of this disturbance is not known.
It is not known if farming was ever practiced in the area, but sheep were
kept there during the twentieth century. Use of this area and their
presence probably kept understory growth to a minimum. As a general
statement, it does not appear that the vegetation found presently within
the research frame has existed for any length of time, and it certainly
does not appear that the vegetation represents the pre-European associations,
which should more typically parallel those characteristic of the barrier
island sector (Milanich 1971: 100-101).
Faunal resources were particularly abundant. This can be attributed
to the expansion and development of residential areas to the south, on
James Island. This has resulted in a change in range of many of the animals
since the Fort Johnson area is one of the few remaining wooded tracts on
James Island. During the Civil War occupation, this situation was probably
reversed. The more typical faunal composition and density associated with
the barrier island environment was probably present in the pre-European era.
In 1975, David Anderson, a research assistant for the Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, evaluated the material collected by the
Charleston Museum from 38CH16 (Anderson 1975). This study revealed the
presence of Indian pottery of the Cape Fear, Wilmington, and Deptford
Ware-Groups (South 1973). This collection was donated to the Charleston
Museum by Miss Laura M. Bragg and Miss E. B. Richardson on November 17,
1928, Dr. C. M.Fauntleroy, on May 17, 1933, and Mrs. H. G. Leiding,
December 14, 1931 (I.A.A. Site Records).
In the preliminary assessment of the area (South 1975) a friction
primer tube for artillery was found at 38CH16, along with other refuse
from occupation in the area irt the mid-nineteenth century. In the low
area between site 38CH16 and 38CH275, fragments of creamware, wine bottle
fragments, and two cordmarked Cape Fear sherds were found, suggesting an
eighteenth century occupation along the southward slope of 38CH275. On
top of the ridge of 38CH275 a small hole was dug to check on the underlying
data revealed by the use of a steel probe. This proved to be a deposit of
oyster and clam shell, with a fragment of deer bone. Since no such refuse
could be seen on the surface of the ridge, the presence of this material
suggests that the occupation represented by this refuse may lie buried
beneath the surface of the ridge. Associated with the refuse was a sherd
of the Wilmington Ware-Group.
To the southeast of 38CH275, and directly east of 38CH16, an artillery
emplacement for protection of the area was constructed by Confederates during
the Civil War. The nearness of this feature to 38CH16 and 38CH275 suggest
that remains of barracks or other occupation clues might well be found in
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the area of these sites. Ceramics, bricks, and other mid-nineteenth
century debris on the surface support this observation.
Present evidence suggests, therefore, that the ridge of site 38CH16
was occupied by Indians who were using oysters and clams from the adjoining
marshes at a time ranging from at least 1000 B.C. until as late as 1000
A.D. (South 1973).
Surface evidence revealed a military occupation in the nineteenth
century, during the Civil War. This 38CH16 information is relevant to the
occupation of the ridge of site 38CH275, in that this ridge may also have
been occupied to a minor degree during the same time period, as suggested
by the single exploratory hole in which refuse similar to that on 38CH16
was revealed. The research to be conducted in the preliminary field study
will examine the degree to which the ridge 38CH275 was utilized by man in
relation to the apparently greater use of ridge 38CH16, and any contrasts
and similarities in cultural components and chronological periods that may
be present.
Re6 e.CV1.c.h Goa1.6
Although historical documents do not pinpoint an historic occupation
specifically on this site (38CH275), such occupation may well have occurred.
The Indian occupation of such high-ground sites adjoining marshes is a well
established fact in coastal South Carolina, as well as North Carolina
(South 1960, 1971). This occupation is known to date from several thousand
years B.C., prior to the use of pottery beginning around 500 B.C. (Stoltman
1974) • Such occupation sites may well be buried beneath the sand ridges of
38CH16 and 38CH275, and a sampling of both the ridges and the low-lying
areas around them is needed in order to determine which components are
present, their time frame, and the extent of these remains within the area
of site 38CH275 to be destroyed by the construction activity. If such
remains are found to be extensive and important to understanding the cultural
past of the site, mitigation measures must be undertaken relevant to these
cultural resources.
Since a basic responsibility of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
is to develop a greater understanding of the cultural processes represented in
the remains from human behavior, the data base to be destroyed by construction
projects is of utmost concern. It is with the view of identifying, evaluating,
and mitigating such resources that this preliminary field study is under~aken.
Mitigation of cultural resources can come from 1) abandoning the project,
2) modifying the project, or 3) proceeding with the project. In the latter
case a more intensive field study and mitigation involves a far more intensive
archeological study than that outlined in this preliminary field study. Only
through such a preliminary field study, however, can the archeological resources
be properly evaluated and judgments made.
Since a major goal of the preliminary field study is to locate cultural
values and to evaluate their significance, a sample of the area to be damaged
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by construction must be obtained. Methods for obtaining such a sample
involve walking over the site to get a visual idea of what is present on
the surface t such as was done in the preliminary assessment phase of this
project. Such an approach allows us to see immediately that the ridge
of 38CHl6 is a far more likely site for obtaining evidence of Indian use
of the marine resources of the marsh and near-by environment than is the
more northerly ridge 38CH275. We could easily take a sample of the ridge
of 38CHl6 and another sample of 38CH275 with the goal of making comparison
between these ridges t by excavating five-foot squares. This would allow
us to compare samples of these ridges on the basis of the quantity and
variety of artifacts t features t and cultural refuse.
However t this would not allow us to make a statement about the low-
ground areas between these ridges t nearer the marshes. To merely sample
the high ridges would provide a bias always present when only one type of
terrain is examined. There is reason to suspect that these high ridges
were preferred by Indians for occupation t for eating oysters and clams t
etc. t since many sites have been found on such ridges. However t sampling
should recover cultural debris from occupation on the site prior to the
time when the oyster and clam refuse was being discarded. Such an occupa-
tion might be revealed by the presence of baked clay objects (South 1970)t
flakes from manufacture of projectile points and other toolst bone awls t
etc.tlying at a depth below the accumulation of oyster shell midden on
the surface of the site. Such occupation debris may well not have been
laid down under the same rules of behavior that dictated the use of these
ridges by Indians utilizing the tidal marshes as a source of food. Such
earlier occupationt not oriented to the collection of marine resources t
may have been scattered in areas seen today as low-ground t and not on the
higher ridges. This question of the differing use of different areas of
a site is best answered through a sampling procedure applied equally to
all areas of the site.
Such information would then allow for the recovery of a far wider range
of data than that revealed when the archeological work is centered merely
on the obvious t high ridge sites. If this is found to be the case it is
hypothesized that the explanation of this phenomenon would relate to the
difference between a subsistence based on hunting compared with that based
on utilization of tidal marsh resources. A marine resource subsistence
base is expected to result in the by-products such as shell and bone
accumulating in large quantities .. at the nearest point· of .access· to those
resources. A hunting based subsistence pattern would not be so oriented
to the marsh shoreline t and would be expected to be reflected in smaller
campsites less centrally focused along the marsh edge scattered in areas
not used by those later people primarily concerned with utilization of
marine resources. It is this hypothesis relating to the contrast between
a hunting economy and a system oriented to utilization of tidal resources
that we will be concerned with in this preliminary field study.
An additional goal of the preliminary field study is the testing of
sampling methods for locating sub-surface sites. The sampling of sites
using soil sampling augers and posthole diggers will be exploredt and the
degree of reliability of such a method will be tested against three-foot
squares dug in the same location.
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Since historic period refuse from the eighteenth and nineteenth
century was seen on the surface the ability of the auger method of sampling
to locate such sites is a question of considerable interest. This question
is the same regardless of the time period of the site or its depth. There-
fore, since coastal sites are often buried beneath post-occupation sand
deposits, locating these is a necessity before a statement evaluating the
cultural resources of a site can be made (Stephenson 1970; Ferguson and
Widmer 1976; Wood 1975).
The area to be sampled is a rectangle 500 by 600 feet. Since this
is located in woods and undergrowth it is advisable to use a sampling
method requiring a minimum number of sight-lines to be cut. We have
solved this problem by positioning a base line paralleling Kings Road, and
will cut six sight-lines through the woods from this base. These lines
are 100 feet apart, and have been designated as Sample Lines A through
F (Fig. 2). The first point at which a sample will be taken on each line
was determined by using a table of random numbers, with the remaining four
points on each line being spaced 100 feet apart. This produces an interval-
aligned pattern of 30 samples with a 100. foot interval in both directions.
In order to compare this approach to .positioning of the sample spots
with a more random approach six additional lines were chosen and designated
G,H,J,K,L, and M (Fig. 2), by using a table of random numbers. Each
point along these six lines was also chosen randomly, producing 30 points
for sampling that are aligned as are the points on lines A through F, but
are randomly positioned along the lines.
These two sets of sample points produce when combined a total of 60
samples. By comparing the two sets of 30 samples as to the time necessary
to obtain the samples using the two methods, some statement as to the relative
efficiency of the two approaches can be made in relation to the results
obtained with each. The second set of samples would have an advantage in
that some experience in the procedure would have been gained in executing the
first set. It is assumed that it would be easier to use the 100 foot-interval
aligned sample set than it would the random-aligned set, therefore the interval-
aligned method will be executed first to balance these factors regarding the
time necessary to carry out the sampling procedures.
Three tools will be tested to .determine which is best suited for sampling
in the sand of site 38Cij275, posthole digge~s) a three inch by six inch soil
sampling auger, or a one and one-half by nineteen inch soil sampling auger
with closing gate. Once the best tool is determined by trial, samples will be
collected at the 30 points of the 100 foot aligned set, followed by the 30
points of the random-aligned set. Time will be kept for execution of both
sets after the base line points have been established. The depth of the sample
core will be determined by the tool found to be most effective in terms of
speed and quality of sample.
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The soil will be sifted through 1/8th inch mesh hardware cloth to
remove fragments of cultural debris, chips, pottery, bone, baked clay
fragments, charcoal, etc. Stratigraphic data will be recorded by using
the tool most effective for producing profile data. The posthole diggers
are assumed to be the least likely to produce an uncontaminated profile,
and these may be used to quickly obtain a sample of the site with one
of the augers being used to gather data for drafting profiles.
The purpose of the project will be to discover the areas of the
site where cultural data are present. The sample is therefore not a
statistical sample but merely a discovery tool. In order to determine the
density of cultural material reflected by the samples a series of three-
foot squares will be excavated in the same location as the core sample using
the core as the northwest corner of the square. These squares are placed
as follows~ The site has an elevation of five feet at the marshes, and
seventeen feet on the high ridges (Fig. 2), with a median elevation of
eleven feet. By using the twelve foot contour as a dividing line between
the high and low areas of the site it is seen that 22 of the core samples
will fallon the high area of the site and 38 will fall on the low ground
(Fig. 2). Using the 100 foot aligned sample, five three-foot squares have
been positioned on the high ground at points 5,7,8,19, and 26, and five
squares on the low ground at sample points 13,14,15,28, and 29, using a
random table of numbers to select the squares. These squares will provide
a comparison with the information recovered from the core samples so that
an evaluation of the sample data can more effectively be made. If time
permits more squares will be similarly chosen to provide a larger sample.
Once the core data are in hand the areas from which cultural material
was recovered will be interpolated using the SYMAP (synagraphic computer




THEORETICAL BASE ANV RESEARCH GOALS
The conceptual framework and research orientation under which the
sampling carried out in this proj ect was conducted is presented here. This
base from which research was launched provides a summary of the problems,
assumptions, hypotheses ,postulates, and goals relevant to the dat.a within
the research frame of this project.
Although this presentation is divided for convenience, into two sections
on the basis of "Prehistoric Indian," and "Historic American" occupations,
there should be no thought that the theory, methods, or goals of the
archeology are different merely because data from different cultural systems
,a4t'e>b¢i~gc'F.lre:e'~'Y'~~eg.Concepts and methods found valid for recovery and
analysis of Indian made lithics and pottery do not change when the lithics
happen to be gunflints and the pottery creamware fragments from the British
colonial system. This being the case the research strategy used in this
project is an archeological approach to problem-solving, independent of
the data-biased prejudice which suggests that data from one cultural system
is somehow more "valid" than that from another. A major methodological
goal of this study is the demonstration that data-biased prejudice has no
place in a science of archeology.
P!l.ehM:toJUc. IncUan Oc.c./lpa.tion
The stone projectile points, fire-cracked rocks, lithic debitage
and other cultural materials characteristic of the ArchaicPe4t'iod in the
Piedmont area of South Carolina are not so often found in the coastal
zone (South 1960). More characteristic of the coastal area is the
concentration of shell midden containing oysters, clams, conchs and mussels
on the high ground adjacent to the .sounds and marshes. These deposits of
shell midden are seen as the result of the utilization of tidal marshes and
streams by Indians during pottery making times. Pottery is the attribute
whereby the Archaic Period has been traditionally distinguished from the
Woodland Period (Ritchie 1932; Griffin 1952: 352). The basic hypothesis
emerging from this patterning is that the subsistence base during the
Archaic Period was based on non-shellfish exploitation of the natural
environment, i.e. hunting and gathering, and that of the Woodland Period
combined hunting and gathering with utilization of tidal resources. Very
little is known about either of these periods in the coastal Carolina area.
Details such as the length of tim.erepresented in shell midden deposits of
varying depths and time periods, and whether the deposits are the result of
many seasonal visits or semi-permanent occupations are only beginning to be
explored. Biases are built into the archeologist by his attention being
drawn to the areas where shell midden deposits are to be seen. These areas
he calls "sites," as oppo,ged to those areas where he does not see visible
signs of shell midden on the surface. The archeologist knows little yet,
however, of the functional and behavioral variables involved between those
areas where shell deposits are located and those areas where they are not.
Any study of an area of coastal Carolinai'fl. which there is this variability
between shell deposits and areas of no shell, presents an ideal opportunity
to examine the relevance of this patterning to the level of archeological
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theory now present; i.e. a period of subsistence based on non-shellfish
exploitation of the natural environment; hunting and gathering (ca. 8,000
B.C. to ca. 2,000 B.C.), was followed by a period of hunting and gathering
combined with shellfish and exploitation (ca. 2,000 B.C. to the eighteenth
century) (Coe 1964; South 1960, 1973).
The presence of prehistoric occupation refuse on the ridge of site
38CH16 (Ridge 1) to the south of the sample frame area has resulted in an
assumption (stated in the research design) that this ridge would be the
major area of occupation by prehistoric Indian groups (South 1973). The
presence of a relatively heavy concentration of oyster shell midden in the
roadway across this ridge reinforced this assumption. The infrequency of
surface evidence for shell midden deposition, and the absence of Indian
ceramics or other cultural refuse in the area to the north of this ridge
also contributed toward a bias favoring this ridge as the likely site for
major Indian occupation by those utilizing the tidal resources of the
marsh to the south of site 38CH16. The area of this visual bias based
on oyster shell concentration is seen in Figure 2.
However, a single test hole into Ridge 3 (38CH275) revealed some
oyster shell midden material, suggesting that some occupation of Ridge 3
by Indians did take place. Based on this intormation a major Indian
occupation on Ridge 1, with less evidence on Ridge 3 was postulated, with
no evidence of Indian occupation being expected from the very low ground
area to the north of Ridge 3 and elsewhere in the area to be examined.
It was suggested in the research design that if Indian occupation was
revealed to have occurred in the low ground it can no longer be assumed
that high ridges reflect the total area of Indian occupation.
H-i6 toJrJ..c. AmeJU.c.a.n. 0c.c.upa.:tlo n.
Occupation of the area of the sample frame in the eighteenth,
nineteenth, and twentieth centuries would be revealed by cultural materials
known to have been used during this period of time (Noel Hume 1970; South
1972, 1976). The Charleston area was occupied in the seventeenth century
by people participating in a British colonial system (Cheves 1897), resulting
in a continuous occupation to the present. Occupation within the area of the
sample frame during this period would result in cultural materials easily
placed in chronological position through knowledge of manufacture periods of
artifacts, particularly ceramics (Noel Hume 1970; South 1972). Frequency
relationships of groups of artifact classes relating to activities centered
around the kitchen, architecture, furniture, arms, clothing, personal,
tobacco pipes, and other activities should reflect those expected for sites
of British colonial origin. The patterned range of expected redundancy and
variability between artifact groups in sites of British colonial origin of
the eighteenth and two-thirds of the nineteenth century has been expressed
in terms of a Carolina Pattern (South 1976). Sites of German American
colonial origin, as well as Spanish American and French American origin are
expected to reveal highly contrasting patterns to that of the Carolina Pattern.
The explanation of pattern variability from sites representing different
colonial expansionist systems lies in hypotheses directed at the system.
German American colonial settlements would be expected to reflect a far
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greater reliance on self sufficiency than a contemporary British colonial
town depending on a virtual line of ships to keep the occupants supplied with
the latest goods from the mother country (South 1976). Delineating pattern
from the archeological record is the first step toward testing such hypotheses.
Because of the distributive systems of nations during the period of American
colonization a far greater network is represented by the British colonial
system, for instance, than is ever seen when material culture of the American
Indian is involved. Therefore, artifacts from historic sites must be inter-
preted to a far more expansive system than artifacts from an Indian occupation.
Before the sherds of ceramics and glass, and the nails and bricks recovered on
historic sites can be demonstrated to have relevance to broad nationalistic
expansionist systems exploiting, developing, exploring, and settling America
during the last few centuries the patterned relationships in the archeological
record must be delineated. A control of great value in this process is
historical documentation which can allow for holding of one or more variables
constant while examining the archeological patterning. It is this potential
for controlling variables that holds the secret to the most effective use of
historical documentation relating to historic sites.
Functional variability such as the position of the site on the colonial
frontier also reveals pattern contrasting with the Carolina Pattern which is
based on domestic and military sites close to supply lines (South 1976).
Functional variability within a site of British colonial origin is expected
to be revealed through deviation of an artifact group's frequency ratio from
expected margins; for example a high clothing group ratio reflects a tailor
shop, while a high arms group ratio reveals a military function for the
sample (South 1976).
Late nineteenth century and twentieth century artifact patterns are not
yet known, having yet to be delineated. Such data, however, can be placed in
temporal context and historical research used to examine the implications of
function, status, and other cultural variables from such material remains of
culture.
The present level of theory in historical archeology is oriented as seen
above to testing ideas of chronology (South 1972), function (South 1976;
Ferguson 1975), culture process (Dethlefson and Deetz 1966), and status
(Ferguson 1975; Otto 1975). Pattern recognition in historical archeology is
just beginning to be explored with a view of delineating nationalistic, ethnic,
functional, status, and other variables on an intrasite and intersite basis
(South 1976). Any recovery of cultural materials from the historic period
within the sampling frame would be expected to reveal patterning relevant to
that already archeologically delineated, as well as to historical documentation.
The goal of this pattern recognition is the testing and refinement of ideas
about the behavioral processes which produced the static archeological record
being examined.
The three-gun battery of the Civil War Period located near the southwest
corner of the survey frame reveals the use of the area during the mid-nine-
teenth century (Delafield 1865: War Dept. Map). The roadway cutting through
the top of Ridge 1 on Site 38CH16 reveals mid-nineteenth century bottle glass
and Ironstone-Whiteware China (South 1974), as well as a friction primer for
artillery (Ripley 1970: 233), and South Carolina made alkaline glazed stone-
ware (Greer 1971). In addition to this a number of piles of bricks scattered
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through the woods on Ridge 2, as well as a few on Ridge 1, suggest the ruins
of Civil War Period structures associated with the artillery battery (South
1959). These piles of bricks are characterized by having several large conch
shells among the rubble (Fig. 2). Maps of the 1860's reveal several buildings
in the area of Ridge 2 (National Archives, Record Group 77, HQ File I 17).
These surface indications suggest a military occupation of the area of Ridge
1 and 2 during the Civil War Period. A sampling procedure designed to reflect
occupation of various area of the survey frame at different periods in time
should reveal refuse resulting from this mid-nineteenth century occupation.
Debris from such an occupation would be expected to take the form of refuse
from domestic activities such as ceramics and bottles (kitchen artifacts), and
bone and shell from meals; architectural artifacts such as bricks, mortar, nails
and glass; possibly military associated objects (friction primers, percussion
caps, musket balls, military buttons, etc.). The area where such cultural items
are expected to be revealed by a sampling procedure is shown in Figure 2.
At the northwest quadrant of the survey area two abandoned structures
from recent use of the area can be seen. One of these is a sheep shed still
in a usable condition, and the other, a hog building, has been dismantled,
leaving only a concrete floor and a few standing wall timbers. These structures
are remaining from the use of this area by the Medical University of South
Carolina to house animals used in disease control research. A sampling procedure
of the survey area should reveal some evidence of twentieth century debris in
this area of the site.
At the northwest corner of the survey area a quonset hut and guard
house are still standing and are being used by the South Carolina Marine
Resources Division. Twentieth century debris is to be seen in this area also,
and sampling in this corner of the sampling frame should reveal evidence of
this occupation.
The present asphalt paved King's Road to Fort Johnson extends along the
northern side of the survey area. Debris associated with the construction
of and use of this road might well be expected to be revealed in samples taken
adjacent to this roadway, reflecting its presence in this area of the research
frame.
Fences and power lines crossing the survey area are not expected to
reflect their presence in the samples to be taken in their vicinity.
HyPothell ell . (rde.a.6 AddJiell-6 e.d to the. Pct6t CuliuJta.l SY.6tem J
1. The contrast between the shell midden on the first ridge and the
cultural data not associated with shell midden is hypothesized to
represent the difference between a subsistence utilizing tidal
resources and one oriented more toward hunting.
2. It is expected that such a contrast would also reflect a temporal
difference with the tidal~resource-subsistencepattern being
prevalent primarily during pottery-making times, with cultural
material representing hunting and accompanying food preparation
activities dating primarily from the Archaic Period.
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3. Ceramics occurring in the area behind the first ridge not in association
with oyster shell midden might suggest dwellings as opposed to
preparation and eating of foods relating to tidal streams and marshes
on the ridge nearest these resources.
4. If cultural data are recovered from the: low ground around the higher
ridges then the surface evidence of oyster shell midden so often
seen nearest the tidal marshes cannot be taken as reflecting the
total area of occupation on such sites.
5. The occurrence of postholes in association with other cultural
material would suggest the presence of architectural features depending
on setting of posts below the surface of the ground. A concentration of
such features suggests architecturally related activity as opposed to an
area where no such features are present.
6. The occurrence of pit features in association with other cultural data
suggests behavioral implications dependent upon the form, content,
and associations present. Such features suggest different behavioral
activity from those areas where such features are not present; activity
such as food storage, cooking, fire pits, etc.
7. The dispersion of functionally related artifact groups provides.· a means
for the functional interpretation of behavioral variables. Building
materials such as daub, burned wooden timbers, brick, mortar, nails,
etc., suggest architecturally related activity such as dwellings, sheds,
barracks, lean-tos, etc. The presence of ceramics and other containers,
cooking utensils, hearths, etc., suggest food preparation activities.
The association of artifacts related to military activity in higher than
expected quantitative margins based on the Carolina Pattern would suggest
military activity on the site.
8. The dispersion of cultural materials from different temporal. periods
provides the data necessary for interpreting the culture history of the
site.
P0-6tu1.a:te.o (1de.CLO AddfLe.6-6 e.d to the. AJr.c.he.ologlc.a£ Re.c.ofLd)
1. The occurrence of oyster shell midden along the ridge paralleling the
sounds and tidal marshes in the Carolinas associated with Indian pottery
of the Wilmington and Cape Fear Ware Groups has been observed.
2. The thickest concentration of oyster shell midden on the ridge paralleling
tidal marshes has been observed to be on the off-sound side of the ridge,
not on top of the ridge itself.
3. The discovery in the coastal Carolina area of baked clay objects (man-made
stone substitutes) not associated with shell midden deposits indicates
that such artifacts are not always found with such middens.
4. The Archaic Period on the coast of Carolina is not characterized by
large quantities of lithic materials as is the case in Piedmont areas
of the Carolinas.
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5. The occurrence of cultural material on sites in coastal Carolina not in
association with shell midden indicates that sites occur in areas where
no shell midden exists.
6. Less shell midden concentration is expected in the area behind the first
ridge paralleling the tidal marsh.
7. A high percentage of cultural material not associated with shell midden
would be expected to occur behind the first ridge paralleling the
tidal marshland.
8. A higher percentage of nineteenth century cultural material would be
expected along the southern two ridges in the sample frame, with
twentieth century occupation debris dispersed in the area of twentieth
century buildings and along the twentieth century road along the northern
edge of the sample frame.
These postulates are based on my studies in the coastal Carolina area.
South, Stanley
1960 An Archaeological Survey. of Southeastern Coastal North Carolina.
Mimeo MS. on file at the Department of Cultural Resources, Raleigh,
North Carolina and at the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina: Columbia.
1970 Baked Clay Objects from the Site of the 1670 Settlement at Charles
Towne, South Carolina. Th~ rn6titut~ 06 Aneh~ology and Anthnopology
Not~book 2 (1): 3-16. University of South Carolina: Columbia.
1973 Indian Pottery Taxonomy for the South Carolina Coast.




1976 M~hod and Th~o~y In ~to~eal Aneh~ology. Academic Press, Inc.
(In press).
1. The dispersion of cultural materials spatially and stratigraphically
is considered to be the result of past behavioral processes and the
formation processes of the archeological record.
2. The cultural data such as oyster shell midden, ceramics, bone fragments,
and lithic materials recovered within the sampling frame are considered
primary refuse deposited in the place of use and comprising in its
patterning the potential for interpretations of causal behavioral
processes.
3. The area of the sample frame is considered to be relatively undisturbed
in regard to the mechanical removal of soil by man (cultural-trans-
formation processes).
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4. The area of the sample frame is composed primarily of sand which is
considered to have been blown by wind and transported by rain water
at varying rates depending on ground cover and other environmental
variables, resulting in differential burying of cultural materials
(natural-transformation processes).
5. The quantitative variability and redundancy between artifact types,
classes, and groups embodies the potential for interpretations of
causal behavioral processes.
These assumptions are based on the following:
Binford, Lewis R.
1962 Archaeology as Anthropology. Ameniean Antiquity 28: 217-225.
1964 A Consideration of Archaeological Research Design. Ame~ean
Antiquity 29 (4): 425-441.
Schiffer, Michael B.
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Efficient Exploitation of the Archaeological Record: Penetrating
Problems. In: Re.oeMeh and TheoJty J..n CU!VLent Meheology, edited
by C. L. Redman, 169-179. Wiley-Inter-science, New York.
South, Stanley
1976 Method and TheoJty J..n ~to~eai Meheology. Academic Press, Inc.,
New York. (In press).
Method-te.otIng Go~
1. Thirty (30) random-aligned core samples will be compared with a set
of thirty (30) interval-aligned cores for the purpose of comparison
of:
A. the time involved to execute the procedures
B. the ~ersion of cultural data revealed by interpolation between
sampling units illustrated with computer SYMAPS
C. the combined interval-aligned samples with random-aligned samples
to discover the contrasts and similarities between the two smaller
and the larger combined total of the core samples.
2. The dispersion of cultural data revealed by interpolations in the form
of SYMAPS using data from ten three-foot squares will be compared with
data from sixty core samples.
3. The dispersion of cultural data revealed by interpolations in the form
of SYMAPS using data from all seventeen (17) three-foot squares will
be compared with that revealed by all eighty (80) core samples.
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4. Quantitative relationships between the cultural materials from three-foot
squares and the adjacent core sample will be compared for determining
the variability in the ratios between the smaller and larger samples
to test the reliability of the core sampling technique.
5. Areas of the sample frame containing visible surface evidence of past
occupation will be compared with SYMAPinterpolations to determine
the degree of fit.
V~eove~yGoal6
1. Ten excavated squares stratified into two five-square sets on the basis
ofhighgtound and low gtound will be compared as to the dispersion
and density of artifact data revealed by SYMAP interpolations.
2. The density and dispersion of cultural data within the sample frame as
revealed by SYMAP interpolations will be examined for determining
the behavioral implications of this variability.
3. Features such as postholes and pits from high ground and low ground
squares will be compared for determining behavioral implications
from variability.
4. The dispersion of artifacts from stratigraphic levels in the core
samples will be compared using SYMAP interpolations to identify
cultural components from different temporal periods and different





Three mechanical tools were tested to determine which would be the
most effective in sampling the sandy soil within the research frame at
Fort Johnson. These were a standard manual six inch posthole digger, a
three by six in'ch soil sampling auger, and a one and one-half by nineteen
inch soil sampling auger with closing gate. The advantages and disadvantages
of these tools were evaluated according to ease of handling, time of execution,
depth of sample, stratigraphic integrity, and volume of the sample. The
results of this comparative study of the tool best suited to these requirements
is as follows:
Table. 1.
AN EVALUATION OF SUBSURFACE SAMPLING
TOOLS CONSIVEREV FOR USE AT FORT JOHNSON
Post Hole
Excavator Pod Auger Gate Auger
Ease of Handling Fair Good Poor
Time of Execution Good Fair Poor
Depth of Sample Good Poor Poor
Stratigraphic Integrity Good Poor Poor
Volume of Sample Good Poor Poor
Overall Evaluation Good Poor Poor
This comparison of tools clearly revealed the common two-handled
manual posthole digger as the most superior tool for the purpose we had
in mind. Sub-surface sampling of archeological sites using this tool
has been successfully carried out by Wood (1975) and by Stephenson (1970).
Ferguson and Widmer (1976) and Percy (1976) have demonstrated the useful-
ness of sub-surface sampling using a power driven posthole auger.
Most of the samples were taken to a depth of four feet, only a few
having soft powdery sand at the three foot level which could not be lifted
out of the hole. As long as there was moisture in the sand the posthole
digger would easily lift a column of soil. If the sand was moisture free,
however, it would not.
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All core samples were sifted through a one-eighth inch mesh screen.
The dark humus layer was kept separate from the lighter sand beneath, and
this provided a gross stratigraphic separation of the core sample column
of soil. If a major Archaic component had been present in the yellow sand
layer this technique would have allowed separation of this deeper material
from that in the humus zone. However, some contamination of the lower zone
can be expected to occur as a result of humus zone materials falling into
the hole as lower zones are removed by the posthole digger. In this study
we combined the contents of the humus zone and the deeper zones for SYMAP
interpolation of artifact dispersion •
.CompevU.6on 06 Random-a1.igne.d w-Lth InteJLvctt-a1.igne.d CoJte. Sampling Sc.he.mcu
One of the questions regarding the use of a random-aligned or interval-
aligned sampling design was that of time of execution. The time required
for each of the techniques was considered to be negligible. The primary
variable here appears not to be the sampling design but rather the chance
degree to which undergrowth must be cut along the sample lines.
The random-aligned vs. the interval-aligned sampling strategies was
undertaken to test the degree to which these different schemes might reveal
artifact dispersion within the sample frame. If a high degree of fit could
be seen between SYMAP interpolations of artifact dispersion the schemes
would be seen as differing li.ttle. If considerable contrast was present
two possibilities had to be considered, either one adequately reflected
artifact dispersion and the other did not, or that insufficient sampling
points produced the contrast in interpolated artifact dispersion. The
only way to test the first alternative would be to excavate completely
the entire research frame to obtain a control against which to compare the
two sampling schemes. This was impossible.
The comparison of SYMAP interpolations revealed a gross similarity
when artifact classes were present in large amounts, such as shell midden,
but revealed little similarity in interpolated dispersion of artifacts
that were present only in limited numbers. From the SYMAP comparison,
therefore, the degree to which there was a fit between the results of
random-aligned and interval-aligned sampling schemes appeared to be a
direct function of the quantity of artifacts present. This being the case
the conclusion is that the more sample cores taken the more accurately will
the SYMAP interpolations reflect artifact dispersion. The two sampling
schemes were combined, therefore, to produce interpolations based on 60
core samples rather than only 30. The present study, therefore, was not
able to demonstrate an advantage fox either of the two sampling procedures
used. The data do suggest, however, that for SYMAP interpolation of artifact
dispersion within a research frame using a sub-surface core sampling strategy
the important variable is not necessarily whether a random-aligned or an
interval-aligned scheme is used, but whether a large number of core samples
is obtained with adequate coverage throughout the research frame. Since
statistical comparison is not involved in SYMAP interpolations the use of
a grid to position core samples would be at least as effective as randomly
positioned points. The primary argument for using a randomly chosen sample
relates to the periodicity of the data and whenever statistical comparison
of the data is involved (Mueller, ed. 1975). For adequate coverage of core
sample points within the research fratne, however, sample cores taken along
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grid lines at intervals would be most effective, particularly when used in
the discovery phase of a research design.
The research design called for five three-foot squares located on high
ground and five on the low-lying areas of the sample frame. These squares
were designed to provide a comparative control with the core samples, and
to test whether a contrast in cultural materials could be determined between
the high and low elevations in the research frame.
The stratigraphic profiles revealed a dark brown humus layer varying
from .5 to 1.3 feet in depth, with an underlying light brown sand from
1.0 to 2.2 feet in depth. This lighter brown zone was resting on a yellow
sand containing fragments of charcoal. These zones were kept separate
during excavation, but when little culturally meaningful separation of
artifact classes was revealed in these zones they were combined for analysis
purposes. Each square was excavated to a depth well below the light brown
zone, with the average depth being 2.8 feet. All contents of the squares were
sifted through a one-quarter inch mesh hardware cloth.
The three-foot squares were positioned at the core sample points,
with the core sample being located just outside the northwest corner of the
square (Fig. 2). In order to allow for easy reference of data between the
core sample and the test square adjoining it the test squares were numbered
by adding 100 to the number of the core sample. Thus core sample 14 is
adjacent to test square 114 (Fig. 2).
At core sample 12 a total of 26 sand tempered plain Indian potsherds
were recovered, prompting the taking of four more core samples at a distance
of ten feet from sample number 12. This procedure produced no more pottery
fragments, suggesting a concentration of pottery in the innnediate vicinity
of core sample number 12, perhaps a single broken pottery vessel. To test
this hypothesis a test square (112) was placed at core sample number 12,
revealing 68 additional fragments of the same pottery vessel. To recover
more of this vessel and to test the frequency of distribution of pottery
fragments in the area an additional test square (65) was placed adjacent
to the west side of square 112. This square revealed 20 more pottery
fragments. These squares were dug to obtain a comparative record of the
sub-surface concentration represented by the recovery of 26 pottery fragments
in a single core sample.
At core sample number 60, two Cape Fear Cordmarked pottery sherds (South
1960) were recovered. To test the sub-surface concentration in a three foot
area represented by this sample, test square 160 was excavated with 3 Cape
Fear and 40 Hanover Fabric Impressed sherds (South 1960) being recovered.
In order to obtain a sample of one of the brick piles thought to
represent the remains of chimneys constructed from salvaged bricks at the
time of the Civil War occupation on the site a test square was placed in
the center of one of these rubble piles (Fig. 2). This test square (64)
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was located four feet northwest of core sample number 9, and nineteenth
century cultural materials were recovered, including military and arms
classes of artifacts.
Three core samples and test squares from Ridge #1 were obtained in
order to provide a comparison of this ridge, where visible shell midden could
be seen on the surface, with the ridges behind this forward ridge on which no
shell midden could be seen on the surface. These test squares~ and those
mentioned above, total 17 squares. This total was used to produce SYMAP
interpolations for comparison with the maps derived from the core sample
design. The SYMAPS resulting from these seventeen collection points, however,
were not considered to be a sufficient number for valid comparison with the
core sample. The SYMAP interpolation of these data was incidental to the
primary purpose of the squares, which was to provide some insight into the
relationship between the sub-surface core samples and the research universe
as represented by three-foot test squares. This comparison will be presented
in the following section of this report.
CompaJU.6 011 an :the CalLe Samp.te4 and :the Te4:t SquMe Samp.te4
The degree to which any sample can be seen to predict the archeological
universe from which it was drawn can be determined only by totally excavating
the universe and comparing these data with the sample. Since total excava-
tion of the entire research frame is impossible, an insight into the degree
to which the sub-surface sample reflects the universe can be obtained by
comparing the core sample with a three foot test square. The question still
remains as to how much of the universe can be seen to be reflected by a
sample the size of a three foot square. Nevertheless, simple ratio comparison
between core samples and adjacent three foot squares might help us to under-
stand just what the core sample represents, at least in terms of a three
foot square area.
By computing the difference between a three foot test square (1296
square inches) and the six inch diameter posthole digger core sample (28.3
square inches) the ratio is found to be 45.8 to 1. This ratio can be
expressed as the "ideal" expected ratio. Since we are primarily concerned
with examining our method we are merely using this ratio as a base against
which to project the empirical ratios of various artifact classes as they
actually occur between three foot squares and core samples. This procedure
can be seen in the following table.
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Table 2.
COMPARISON OF PREHISTORIC AKfIFACT FREQUENCIES OF
COMBINEV TEST SQUARES ANV CORRESPONVING CORE SAMPLES
Squares Core Samples Ratios Expected Ratios*
Shell 45575.5g l6l2.4g 28.2:1 45.8: 1
Bone l6l.8g 1l.4g 14.1:1 "
Lithics 5 "
Charcoal 200.lg 22.5g 8.9:1 "
Potsherds 265 32 8.3:1 "
Clay Balls 17 5 3.4:1 "
*Computed from the difference in the area of a three foot test square (1296
sq. in.) and that of a six inch diameter core sample (28.3 sq. in.).
The shell class is the most frequently occurring object, and this has
the ratio more closely approximating the "ideal" or expected ratio. The
following table compares the frequencies of nineteenth century artifact
classes from core samples and three foot squares.
Table 3.
COMPARISON OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY ARTIFACT
FREQUENCIES OF COMBINEV TEST SQUARES ANV CORRESPONVING CORE SAMPLES
Squares Core Samples Ratios Expected Ratios*
Ceramics 47 2 23.5:1 45.8:1
Bottle Glass 81 4 20.2:1 "
Total Kitchen 128 6 21.3:1 "
Window Glass 13 2 6.5:1 "
Nails 193 4 48.2:1 "
Construction Hdw. 25 "
Total Architecture 231 6 38.5:1 "
Balls, Sprue 6 5 1.2:1 "
Misc. Military 5 "
Total Military (Arms) 11 5 2.2:1 "
Personal Items 1 "
Tobacco Pipes 2 "
Total 373 17 21.9: 1 "
*Computed from the difference in the area of a three foot test square (1296
sq. in.) and that of a six inch diameter core sample (28.3 sq. in.).
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From this comparison it is apparent that the larger the quantity of
artifacts present in a class the closer the ratio is to the expected. From
these data it is apparent that we can have far more confidence in the
predictive character of a SYMAP interpolation of the dispersion of nails as
reflecting a nineteenth century occupation area than we could have in one
based on musket balls, for instance. This being the case, a SYMAP interpola-
tion based on 80 core samples of the dispersion of shell midden would be a
document in which we could be more confident as reflecting potential occupation
of a research frame than one based on potsherds. This comparison, therefore,
allows us to know which artifact classes are most suited for producing SYMAP
interpolations from sample data in which we can place most confidence. It
should be noted that we are not attempting here to obtain a statistical state-
ment of the predictive relationship between the sample and the universe. We
are merely testing the variability in confidence we can have in SYMAP inter-
polations of the various artifact classes we have recovered for the purpose
of discovery. In doing so we have found that shell midden, and the architec-
ture and kitchen artifact groups from the nineteenth century occupation are
those in which we can have most confidence. With this information in hand




The artifacts and floral and faunal remains resulting from cultural
activity recovered from the core sampling procedure were classified into
fourteen groups for SYMAP analysis as follows:
Table 4.
CORE SAMPLE ARTIFACT










9. Cape Fear Series
10. Wilmington/Hanover Series

















14. 20th Century Artifacts
Crushed Granite (Road Metal}, Aspna1t
Quartz Pebbles (Stable F100rl
Misc. Items
a. Hypodermic Needle
b. Expanded Metal Lathing Fragments
c. Copper Telephone Line Clip
d. etc.
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In order to obtain a synagraphic computer map (Dudnik 1971) inter-
polating the dispersion and density of artifact classes and groups within
the research frame from the 80 core samp1e~the data were quantified by
weight or count. A ranking scheme was devised ranging from zero through
4 for illustrating by means of SYMAP interpolations the relative density
of an artifact class. These ranking schemes were based on the clustering
of the empirical data rather than by dividing the range into five equal
parts (Appendix A). With these steps taken the SYMAP computer program was
used for producing maps illustrating visually the interpolated dispersion
and density of artifact classes (Dudnik 1971). Over 230 such maps were
evaluated from which four drawings were made for use in the section to
follow.
One of the goals of the research design was to determine whether the
core sampling procedure would reveal twentieth century occupation in the
areas of the research frame where visible evidence of such occupation can
be seen. Within the research frame two structures can still be seen, a
sheep shed and hog shed, remaining from recent years when the Medical
University of South Carolina was conducting disease control research at
these facilities (Figs. 2 & 3). Along the northwest side of the research
frame King's Road to Fort Johnson is located. The sampling design should
also reveal evidence of this major twentieth century feature adjacent to the
research frame. The results of the SYMAP interpolation from the 80 core
samples can be seen in Figure 3, where both the sheds are clearly indicated
by the dispersion and density of twentieth century artifacts. The location
of King's Road to Fort Johnson is revealed by three areas along the north-
west side of the research frame, clearly identifying a twentieth century
feature or features.
As the classification system reveals (Table 4), the data consist of
granite metalling for the road, quartz pebbles for the stable floor, and other
twentieth century artifacts. Of particular interest was a hypodermic needle
recovered in core sample number 56, near the hog shed, suggesting a medical
function for occupation in this area. The expanded metal lathing fragments
and copper telephone line clip, as well as other twentieth century artifacts
also suggest functional relationships because of our knowledge of the use of
these items. It is extremely encouraging to see that in a sampling design of
this type we cannot only pinpoint the occupation sites, but gain some insights
into the function of the structures involved. The contemporary knowledge that
these were medical facilities, with telephones, containing walls plastered on
metal lathe allows us to have a degree of confidence in interpretations to this
effect based on the archeological sample. The major point here, however, is
the fact that the sampling design revealed the twentieth century occupation
known to have been within the research frame. As a discovery tool, therefore,
this approach appears to have sensitivity enough to reveal such occupation.
Specific functional and other problem solving would come in a later archeolo-
gical phase designed to elicit such information after the sites are located
by the procedure we have used here.
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The closeness of the southern area of the research frame to a Civil
War period artillery battery, and the presence of thirteen brick rubble
piles thought to represent chimney locations for military occupation of
the site suggested that the core sampling procedure should reveal artifacts
of that period concentrated in this area. Also of interest was whether the
sampling proced1:lre would reveal the military function of the known mid-
nineteenth century occupation. The only artifact specifically identifying
the military function of the nineteenth century occupation on the site was
a U.S. Army General Service button (38CH275-64A-ll) of the type (263) used
after 1854 by all enlisted men (Johnson 1948: 65).
Cut nails, bottle glass, and other artifact fragments were of nineteenth
century types, with the mid-manufacture date for ironstone being ca. 1857,
and that for whiteware being ca. 1860 (South 1972). The evidence from the
artifacts and historical documentation suggests a mid-nineteenth century time
period for the occupation responsible for the debris found in the sampling
survey.
The artifacts from the nineteenth century were classified into three
groups, Architecture, Kitchen, and Military (Table 4). The architecture
group is composed of nails, brick fragments, mortar, window glass, etc.,
with the kitchen group consisting of bottle glass, ceramics, etc., with the
military group being made up of arms related artifacts such as lead balls,
shot, sprue, percussion caps, and military buttons. Normally arms related
artifacts cannot be interpreted as representing a military occupation unless
there are also present specific military items such as bayonets, insigna,
military buttons, etc. (South 1976). Since historical documentation and
the presence of a military button both suggest a military occupation of the
site at the Civil War period all arms related artifacts recovered in this
study were placed in a.]military group.
The dispersion of architecture and kitchen group artifacts as revealed
by SYMAP interpolation from the 80 core samples can be seen in Figure 4.
The military (arms) artifacts are shown by a star symbol as they were present
in both the 80 core samples and the 17 test,s.l;J;1:!ares. There is clearly a
concentration of nineteenth century artifacts related to architecture, food
preparation (kitchen), and military (arms) activity in the area where the
brick rubble chimney piles are located (Fig. 4). This concentration is
on Ridge 2, and along the west side of the research frame. The dispersion of
nineteenth century occupation debris in the area predicted by the presence
of architectural remains in the form of piles of brick rubble from chimneys
reveals that the core sampling procedure is an excellent discovery tool for
pinpointing such occupation areas. This would have been so regardless of
whether surviving piles of chimney rubble were to be seen on the site. Once
such areas of occupation are pinpointed by a sub-surface sampling s.cheme such
as that used here specific research .designs for further problem solving can
be constructed to focus on these areas.
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Some sites of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries have
been examined and the average percentage relationship between artifact
groups has been termed the Carolina Pattern (South 1976). The Carolina
Pattern is primarily a domestic phenomenon although some perman~nt military
sites close to the source of supply are also expected to fall within the
range of the Carolina Pattern. The percentage relationship between artifact
groups from Fort Johnson would not be expected to match that of the Carolina
Pattern since Fort Johnson was a Confederate military fort later captured
by Federal forces (Scott 1880: 4,114). Percentages are obtained by
dividing the total for all artifacts recovered into the total for each of
eight artifact groups (South 1976). The percentages for Fort Johnson
compared with the Carolina Pattern are as follows:
Table 5.



















































It should be noted here that the percentage for kitchen and architecture
group artifacts are reversed between the Carolina Pattern and Fort Johnson,
and that the arms group for Fort Johnson is far greater than the upper limit
of the arms range in the Carolina Pattern. Clearly there is no match of
pattern here. This phenomenon of reversal of percentage relationship between
kitchen and architecture group artifacts has been noted on frontier sites
of the eighteenth century (South 1976). When we compare the percentages from
Fort Johnson with the Frontier Pattern there is a far greater similarity than
when comparison is made with the Carolina Pattern.
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Ta.ble. 6.
COMPARISON OF FORT JOHNSON WITH THE FRONTIER PATTERN
Frontier Pattern Fort Jolmson
Artifact Group % Range % Count.'q
Kitchen 27.6 22.7 - 34.5 33.6 142
Architecture 52.0 43.0 - 57.5 61.7 261
Fumiture .2 .1 - .3 0 0
Arms 5.4 1.4- 8.4 4.0 17
Clothing 1.7 .3 - 3.8 0 0
Personal .2 .1 - .4 .2 1
Tobacco Pipes ' 9.1 1.9 - 14.0 .5 2
Activities 3.7 .7 - 6.4 0 0
Total 99.9· 100.0 423
Here the Fort Johnson percentages for kitchen and architecture group artifacts
are very clos~ to the upper range of the Frontier PattemJand the arms group
of artifacts falls .in the middle of the range for the Frontier Pattem. The
Frontier Pattem was based on data from Fort Ligonier, Pennsylvania; Fort
Prince George, South Carolina; and a trading post at Spalding's Lower Store,
in Florida (South 1976). The kitchen, architecture and arms groups of artifacts
from these eighteenth century frontier sites and from the site of Fort Watson,
South Carolina, are compared with the same groups from Fort Jolmson as follows:
Ta.ble. 7.






























The Fort Johnson kitchen percentage of 33.6 percent is in keeping with
the range indicated by these frontier and military sites, as is the 61.7
percent for the architecture group artifacts from Fort Johnson. The arms
percentage of 4.0 for Fort Johnson is only slightly lower than the military
sites of a century earlier. Spalding's Store, however, a trading post site,
has an arms percentage far lower than any of the military sites. These data
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mid-nineteenth century with quantitative patterns in the form of the
Carolina Pattern and Frontier Pattern from eighteenth and early nineteenth
century data; Fort Johnson is readily identified as a military site from
this comparison alone. It also falls near the upper range of the Frontier
Pattern, not within the Carolina Pattern. Using this appraoch to the
identification of site function we need not have known from historical docu-
mentation that a Civil War period military occupation of the southern area
of the research frame had occurred, nor would we have needed to have seen
any above-ground evidence of this fact. The 80 core samples and 17 test
squares have supplied the data base necessary to make these evaluations.
From the nineteenth century artifacts recovered only through the core sampling
procedure the high percentage of military artifacts (29.4%) in relation to
kitchen (35.3%) and architecture (35.3%) artifacts clearly reveals the military
function of the occupation represented by the nineteenth century occupation
debris.(See Appendix B for artifact table~)
The function of a site can also be examined through simple artifact
ratios. Only two will be examined here, ceramics and arms. Table 8
illustrates this procedure using data from nine sites of the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries (South 1976). Four domestic sites from the
Carolinas are seen to have a ceramic ratio ranging from .44 to .79, whereas
five military frontier sites of the eighteenth century have ceramic ratios
ranging from .11 to .25. The ceramic ratio from all proveniences at Fort
Johnson is found to be .13, a figure well into the lower range of the
military frontier sites.
Ta.ble. 8.
COMPARISON OF THE FORT JOHNSON NINETEENTH
CENTURY CERAMIC RATIO WITH CERAMIC RATIOS FROM NINE SITES
Artifact Total Ceramic Resulting
Site Ceramics · Less Ceramics = Ratio = Site Grouping·Brunswick S25 16288 · 20477 = .79 }·Brunswick SlO 4618 · 8500 = .54 Domestic Sites·Brunswick S7 2521 · 5662 = .44T
Cambridge 96 8751 · 11129 = .79·Ft. Moultrie A 1217 · 4885 .25
}·Ft. Moultrie B 269 · 1476 .18 Eighteenth Century·Ft. Ligonier 3170 · 18608 = .17 Military Frontier·Ft. Prince George 764 't 6624 = .11 Sites
Spalding's Store 2796 · 13974 = .20T
Ft. Johnson 50 7- 363 .13
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Using the same procedure with the arms group of artifact classes with
ten eighteenth and early nineteenth century sites, a similar grouping of
Fort Johnson with the military frontier sites is seen. The domestic site
pattern ranges from .0008 to .0034, with the military frontier sites having
a range from .0056 to .0974. The Fort Johnson arms ratio of .0429 is clearly
within the military frontier site grouping based on the contrasting arms
ratio patterning between domestic and military frontier sites. This is
illustrated in Table 9.
Table. 9.
COMPARISON OF THE FORT JOHNSON NINETEENTH
CENTURY ARMS RATIO WITH ARMS RATIOS FROM TEN SITES
Artifact Total Arms Resulting
Site Arms 1" Less Arms = Ratio = Site Grouping
Brunswick S25 34 · 41235 = .0008 J·Brunswick SlO 45 · 13073 = .0034 Domestic Sites·Brunswick S7 12 · 8171 = ",0014·Cambridge 96 27 · 19853 = .0013·Ft. Moultrie A 39 t 6924 .0056
Ft. Moultrie B 20 · 2100 = .0095·Ft. Ligonier 1820 · 19958 = .0911 Eighteenth Century·Ft. Prince George 471 · 6917 .0680 Military FrontierT
Spalding~s' Store. 227 · 16543 .0137 Sites·
Ft. Watson 128 · 1314 .0974T
Ft. Johnson 17 · 396 = .0429·
Comparison of ceramic and arms ratios from Fort Johnson with ratios from
sites of known function has resulted in the identification of the Fort Johnson
site as falling within the range of the military frontier sites of the
eighteenth century. Whether this patterning will be found to hold true for
other military sites of the mid-nineteenth century will have to await similar
quantification analysis of data from such sites. These data do suggest however,
that similar cultural phenomena may well be involved in producing a patterned
archeological record on French and Indian War site~"Revolutionary War sites,
and trading post sites that is similar to that produced on military sites of
the Civil War period. I hypothesize that the explanation of this empirical
patterning relates to the following variables 1) the distance of military
and frontier occupation from sources of supply; 2) the interruption by military
duty of domestic patterns of acquisition and consumption of goods, and discard
of the material by-products of behavior; 3) the utilization by military units
of a single tin vessel and cup by enlisted men with the few ceramic vessels
being owned by officers (Francis Lord, personal communcation), producing a
dramatic drop in the consumption and breakage of ceramics and glassware,
resulting in a high architecture to kitchen artifact ratio; 4) the "one firearm
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per family" pattern on domestic sites contrasted with the "one firearm per
man" on military and frontier sites; 5) a frontier and military population
dominated by adult males; 6) a functional and survival necessity for arms in
frontier and military situations; 7) the contrasting function between a
permanent military garrison and a more mobile frontier outpost, with permanent
garrisons having patterning more nearly approaching the domestic Carolina
Pattern due to the increased opportunity for replication of domestic lifeways.
With the delineation of pattern from domestic, frontier, military,
taverns, industrial and other sites such as we have done with the Fort Johnson
data we can begin to test hypotheses such as those listed here toward gaining
a better understanding of cultural processes from the archeological record.
In the presentation of data so far we have been concerned with an ever
increasing specificity, moving from the level of broad redundancy represented
by the Carolina and Frontier Patterns to the examination of artifact groups
such as Kitchen, Architecture, and Arms, and then to artifact classes such
as the examination of ceramic ratios. In the section to follow we will
examine the nineteenth century ceramic class of artifacts in more detail,
dealing with functional form of the ceramic vessels.
A total of fifty mid-nineteenth century ceramic fragments was recovered
during the core sampling and test square sampling of the Fort Johnson site.
Plain and annular ironstone-whiteware (South 1974) made up 21 of these sherds,
all being fragments of cups or bowls. The remaining 29 sherds were from
stoneware jugs and jars or similar storage containers. These data suggest
a limited functional use of ceramics at this site confined to storage of
liquids in heavy stoneware vessels, and the use of ironstone-whiteware limited
to cups and bowls relating to the consumption of food. The important point
to be made here is that plates were absent from the sample. This suggests that
food was likely in a form, perhaps stew, more easily consumed from bowls than
from plates. These data are illustrated in Table 10.
Table. 10.
A FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE



























* 25 alkaline glazed, 1 felspathic glazed, 3 unglazed
** 2 plain, 11 annular, 7 presumed body sherds of annular vessels (plain), 1 red earthenware
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The interpretation of these data relative to the consumption of stew
type dishes is entirely in keeping with what is known of the eating habits
of Civil War period military personnel (Francis Lord, personal communication).
The tin plate and cup were the basic equipment for food prepared in quantity
in iron pots, a military tradition continuing from well into the eighteenth
century (South 1974). This being the case there would be little need for,
or access to, ceramics by enlisted personnel. The officers, however, may
well have used ceramic bowls and cups as opposed to the traditional tin cup
and plate (South 1974). It is thought, therefore, that the bowls and cups
of annular and plain ironstone-whiteware found at Fort Johnson are perhaps
related to the officers present on the site as opposed to the enlisted
personnel. The absence of plate fragments is certainly a pattern to be
looked for on other military sites of the period.
There is evidence, however, to suggest that annular ware was a lower
class ceramic type in the nineteenth century. If this was indeed the case
the annular ware may have been used by enlisted men rather than officers.
John Solomon Otto (1975) has found that annular ware and edged ware were
ceramic types found to occur at the overseer and slave quarters whereas
transfer printed ware was a predominant type at the planter's mansion. This
suggests that if officers were using the ceramics found at Fort Johnson one
would expect these to have been transfer p.rinted ware types. The relationship
between status and ceramics suggested by Otto's work, and the role ceramics
played on Civil War period military sites relative to officers and enlisted
men in relation to ceramic form and behavioral function are questions that can
begin to be answered through patterned data such as those from Fort Johnson.
Another alternative we have not mentioned here should be considered, and
that is the possibility of occupation of the structures constructed on this
site during the war, by Blacks after the war. On a map of the Fort Johnson
area post-dating the Civil War a notation is made to the fact that Blacks
were living here "under whose authority I know not" (Willis Keith, personal
communication). If such was indeed the case it might be suggested that the
ceramics we are dealing with were deposited by this occupation. However, in
such a situation I would not expect an exclusion of plates from the ceramic
forms present. The almost exclusive presence of annular ware is certainly
suggestive of such a low status occupation based on Otto's research (1975),
but the fact that cups and bowls so well equate with the military tin cup
and plate point to a military occupation as that responsible for the presence
of these wares on this site.
The sampling scheme has revealed a mid-nineteenth century military
occupation concentrated on the second ridge within the research frame. The
dispersion and density of nineteenth century artifact groups is a result of
architectural (shelter), kitchen (subsistence), and military activity.
Artifact percentages and ratios revealed at Fort Johnson have been found to
fall within the predicted ranges for the Frontier Pattern (South 1976) based
on eighteenth century military and frontier sites. This suggests that mid-
nineteenth century military behavior patterns were similar enough to those
of a century earlier that similar patterned material remains were being
produced to form the archeological record. If this patterned redundancy
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is verified in other studies we must then examine those specific variables
in the patterned archeological record reflecting the behavioral differences
between military occupations of the two centuries.
A functional analysis of nineteenth century ceramics recovered in
this study has suggested that storage of liquids was a primary use for heavy
stonewares, whereas annular and plain ironstone-whiteware cups and bowls
were being used as substitutes for the usual military tin cup and plate,
probably by the officers. The absence of fragments of plates supports the
suggestion that the ceramic bowls of annular ware were being used to hold
a somewhat liquid diet, probably stews, long associated with a military
bill of fare.
Similar analyses of data from sites with known contrasting function
should provide pattern in marked contrast with that seen reflected by the
military occupation at Fort Johnson. Although the Fort Johnson data were
the result of a sampling scheme designed to recover only a small fraction
of the archeological record, the results as seen in this analysis are most
encouraging, suggesting that similar research designs are destined to play
a major role in future studies of data from sites of the historic period.
The visual presence of shell midden on Ridge 1 (38CH16) at the south
end of the research frame had focused attention on this site as the most
obvious area of Indian occupation. However, the presence of mid-nineteenth
century debris in this area also raised the possibility that this occupation
may have been responsible for at least some of the shell midden on this ridge
nearest the tidal marsh. The sub-surface sampling design was aimed at
determining the extent of the prehistoric Indian occupation, as well as other
occupations,by determining the dispersion of artifacts and related debris.
Oyster shell midden was expected to reveal the area of occupation of those
Indian groups utilizing tidal resources concentrated on the forward Ridge 1,
with pre-ceramic remains from hunting activity perhaps falling in the area
north of this forward ridge. The results of the SYMAP interpolation of the
dispersion of Indian pottery and shell midden from the 80 core samples compared
with the presence of pottery in the 17 three-foot squares is seen in Figure 5.
The dispersion of shell midden and artifacts illustrated in Figure 5
can be seen to form a triangle with the apex at the north central area of the
research frame and the base along the south side of the frame on Ridge 1.
It should be noted that this dispersion is centrally located between the
marshes that border the research frame on the east and west. The greatest
density is located, not on the forward Ridge 1, but on Ridge 2, a lower
elevation not directly exposed to the open expanse of tidal marsh. The
dispersion of shell midden and its greatest density in relation to Ridge 2
is also seen to be to the north of the ridge away from the tidal marsh, not
on the ridge itself. This phenomenon has been observed in many sites located
on the mainland ridge paralleling the tidal marshes in southeastern North
Carolina, where the greatest density of shell midden from Indian occupation is
concentrated not on top of the ridges but on the off-sound side just over the
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over the crest of the ridges is a more sheltered one for consuming oysters
in winter when cold winds blow from the tidal marshes. It should also be
noted that the dispersion and density of charcoal and bone fragments are to
the north of these ridges as is the shell midden (Fig. 6).
The core samples were taken to a depth of over four feet with the
posthole diggers in order to reveal any deeply lying cultural components
from the Archaic period. A total of sixteen lithic chips was recovered
from the test squares, with only two of these coming from the light brown
sand layer below the humus zone (Appendix B). Seventeen fragments of baked
clay objects were found in four of the test squares, with 11 of these occurring
below the humus zone. Twenty-four of the 265 potsherds from the test squares
came from the light brown zone below the humus layer. This slight evidence
for superposition on the site was not considered significant enough to warrant
treating the artifacts stratigraphically for analysis purposes. Therefore,
dispersion of artifacts became the primary consideration.
From the dispersion of shell midden and.pottery seen in Figure 5 a
general correlation is seen. There are, however, areas where pottery was
recovered where no shell midden was present, suggesting that the use and
breakage of pottery vessels was not always associated with areas where
shell midden was present.
The pottery types present were fiber~tempered plain, sand tempered
plain, sherd,"tempered plain, and temperless plain, as well as Deptford,
Cape Fear, and Wilmington (Hanover) Ware Group types, covering a time span
ca. 1000 B.C. to ca. 1000 A.D. (South 1973). Fifteen of the eighty core
samples contained a total of 47 pottery fragments, with 26 coming from core
sample 12. All but one of the test squares (~28) contained pottery fragments.
This dispersion of pottery in low ground areas as well as on the higher ridges
was a surprise, and is one of the major findings of the survey. Preconceptions
based on the occurrence of shell midden on high ridges, or the lack of visible
shell midden on ridges back of the midden-covered forward ridges adjacent to
tidal marshes, or on assumptions about the lack of Indian occupation in low
ground areas, are seen as highly unwise as revealed by data from the present
study.
With 26 fragments of. sandetempered plain pottery coming from core 12,
two test squares were excavated adjacent to this core (65 & 112), which
revealed that a single pot of this ware was apparently involved; 88 more
sherds of the same pot being recovered (Appendix B). This test revealed
that scattered pottery concentrations representing a single broken vessel
may well be found in the low ground area off the main high ground ridges.
These may represent small campsites in these low lying areas behind the higher
ridges.
Contrary to expectations the core sample with the greatest amount of shell
midden was core 60, located in a low, flat area at the north center of the
research frame (Appendix B), an area where no shell midden at all was visible
-38-
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on the surface. Two sherds of Cape Fear pottery (South 1960) were also
recovered from this core sample.* The high density of shell midden in this
unsuspected area, and the fact that forty feet to the west at core sample
30 a Hanover Fabric Impressed sherd (South 1960) was found without associated
shell, prompted a further examination of these sample areas. Four core samples
were taken around each of these points at a distance of ten feet, with none
revealing additional pottery fragments. However, the core sample 60 area
revealed virtually no shell in three of the additional cores, but the westward
one also contained a heavy concentration of shell midden. A fifth core sample
was taken ten feet further west, resulting in little shell being recovered
(Fig. 5). This procedure allowed the major dispersion of shell midden to be
pinpointed to an area about ten feet across, conjectured to represent a
specific activity area perhaps an oyster roast area or dwelling site.
The heavy concentration of shell in this small area was further sampled
by placing test square 160 adjacent to core sample 60, and this square
produced the heaviest concentration of shell midden discovered on the site
(Appendix B), as well as 40 sherds of Hanover Fabric Impressed ppttery, and
three small sherds of what appears to be Cape Fear Fabric Impressed ware
(South 1960).* This test suggested that the shell midden was a relatively
contamination free Hanover occupation area focused on utilization of tidal
resources.
With the SYMAP interpolation of the core sample data in hand (Fig. 5),
this area of high variability between Cape Fear and Hanover pottery associated
with a heavy concentration of shell midden, and Hanover pottery forty feet
away not associated with shell midden, became a prime area for conducting a
specific excavation to determine, if possible, an explanation for this
variability. The absence of Deptford and other earlier pottery suggested
that perhaps here was a specific Cape Fear - Hanover activity area related
to the consumption of tidal resources-oyster, clam, and whelk. The dispersion
of Indian occupation refuse in a north-south area within the research frame
rather than along the east-west axis of the forward ridge as had been antici-
pated on the basis of surface evidence, suggested that the scattered occupation
behind the'major use area on the second ridge might represent individual camp-
sites or habitation areas. The shell midden concentration in the area of core
sample 60 was thought to be such an area.
During the excavation of test square 64 a large quantity of shell midden
was found in two pits, one of which had a Hanover sherd associated with the
midden. These pit features are thought to be representative of many such
features likely located on Ridge 2, where the major shell midden density is
seen to be (Fig. 5). Because of the presence of all of the ceramic types on
Ridge 2, increasing the chance of intrusive mixing of behavioral byproducts
during various periods of occupation, excavation in this major area of shell
midden density was considered le$s worthwhile than such an excavation conducted
*Later analysis of these sherds revealed that they fall within the fabric
marked Hanover range of sherds recovered from the specific excavation area.
This was not apparent from the limited number and small size of these sherds
collected during the initial testing.
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where there was a minimal chance for mixing of cultural components through
sequential occupation. The area between core sample 60 and sample 30 was
therefore considered an ideal opportunity to examine what might prove to
be a single behavioral activity area. Such an area, if found to be associated
only with Hanover cord and fabric marked pottery might also provide shell or
charcoal for dating this activity and the pottery associated with it, an
important consideration since dating of these ceramic types is badly needed.
A project was carried out March 15-18, 1976 through the excavation of a
trench designed to test the hypothesis that this area represented a single
component site resulting from the utilization of tidal resources by the Indians.
In the following section Randolph Widmer presents the results of this phase
of the archeology at Fort Johnson in the specific excavation area.
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CHAPTER V
RESEARCH STRATEGY ANV EXCAVATION PROCEVURES AT THE
SPECIFIC EXCAVATION AREA OF 38CH275, FORT JOHNSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
After the analysis reported in the previous sections had been completed
and the report prepared, the specific excavation area of site 38CH275 (Fig. 5)
was examined in a four day project. A trench 50 feet long and five feet wide
consisting of separate five foot square proveniences was positioned from
test core 30 to extend south to intercept and extend past the shell midden
identified in the initial exploratory phase of investigation at the site.
This excavation unit would explore the areas previously revealed through
core sampling tests, thus allowing an evaluation of the testing methodology
to locate and predict archeological resources and also to evaluate the ability
of the subsequent investigations to yield substantive data useful in the
understanding of prehistoric cultural occupations in this area. This would
allow not only the evaluation of separate methodological steps, but also
the efficiency and utility of using a multi-stage package research design which
can be implemented in a restricted time frame, in this instance three weeks
of field investigation for all phases. With the economic constraints which
are imposed on contract archeology and the uncertainty of the types of resources
which might be detected, it becomes necessary to judge the scientific value of
an archeological project by the amount of information produced in the most
economically efficient and expedient manner.
An additional trench was excavated westward to more accurately define
the limits of the shell midden previously identified through the sampling
phase of the investigation, and also to supply additional archeological data
which would be needed for interpretation of intrasite patterning and function.
This trench was six feet wide and staggered one foot off the trench square
so that it would intercept a pit which was discovered in square 72 and gain
a broader areal coverage without excavating an additional trench. All
excavation squares were assigned provenience numbers which sequentially
followed the last number assigned for the post hole sampling phase of the
investigation. A provenience number was assigned to an excavation unit
which was never opened and so a gap in the sequence is present. The resulting
excavation plan is shown in Figure 7.
Besides the evaluation of the ability of the subsurface sampling scheme
to discover and identify certain types of archeological activity, a major
goal of the research was directed at recovering data that would document this
previously unrecognized archeological occupation in the interior areas of this
barrier island remnant. The initial testing of this site indicated that the
ceramic assemblage consisted of cord and fabric marked ceramics, suggesting
that this site is a single component occupation, devoid of any intrusive
activity of other prehistoric cultures. This would provide an excellent
radiocarbon sample which, as has been previously mentioned, is desperately
needed for this cultural period. The presence of shell indicated that there
is excellent bone preservation and also a high probability of botanical remains
being present in the shell midden matrix. Research was directed at recovering
as full a range as possible of the subsistence items which were utilized by
the prehistoric inhabitants of this site. Information relating to the types
of activities which occurred at the site, the community plan as revealed by
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postholes, features, or artifact distribution patterns, would be recorded
to give a complete as possible reconstruction of the adaptive strategies
and cultural processes employed by the occupants to exploit the natural
environment in which they lived. The resulting information would serve
as a model for the development of patterns of coastal adaptation in this
cultural phase.
The excavation units were excavated in natural levels, revealing a
stratigraphy which paralleled that observed elsewhere in the research
frame during the post hole and test pit sampling phase. This soil profile
consisted of a uniform .5 foot thick humus zone lying on a light brown
stained soil which varied from .3 to .4 feet in thickness. Below this
zone a sterile clean yellow sand was seen. Interrupting this stratigraphy
was the shell midden which had a uniform thickness of about one foot. The
midden is located just below the leaf litter in squares 71 and 72 and was
concealed by about .1 feet of humus in the other areas of the excavation
units. The observed limits of the shell midden have uniformity, with a
decided contrast between the edge of the midden and the area beyond,
suggesting that the midden is the result of limited behavioral activity,
and therefore can be expected to be a single component.
The size of the shell midden has been mapped in Figure 7, and appears
to be approximately 18 feet in diameter. The shell midden proper was
deposited on clean yellow sand and no old humus zone is located below this
level. This indicates that the original surface area where the shell midden
is located was void of vegetation, or that the humus zone in the area of the
shell midden was cleared of humus or partially excavated by the former
inhabitants prior to the deposition of the shell midden. This latter position
is untenable, particularly since the yellow sand zone is found closer to the
surface in the vicinity of the shell midden rather than in non-shell midden
portions of this site. Although some of this accumulated yellow sand might
have resulted from some pit excavation by former inhabitants this could not be
attributed to this phen0men<Dn,flarticulair:Lysinee no buried·· Iumtus zoae was
found despite excavation to a depth of .5 feet into this yellow sand zone.
This would tend to indicate that little if any vegetation was found naturally
occurring on the site surface at the time the archeological material was
deposited. All shell found in the provenience units was retained.
A circular pit 5.0 feet in diameter with a depth of 2.4 feet deep was
located at the junction of provenience squares 71, 72, and 77. Fill consisted
of a yellow and brown mottled sand inte~ixed with oyster shell. The pit fill
being of a completely different consistency than the overlying oyster shell
midden mantle indicated that it was originally dug and then backfilled by the
inhabitants of the site prior to the deposition of the shell midden. This is
clearly revealed by the obvious discontinuity between the pit fill and the
overlying midden fill. The entire shell contents of the excavated portion of
this pit were recovered for radiocarbon determination of thedat~ of this
feature. A massive burned tree root disturbance intruded into the south-
eastern margin of the pit. Extensive soil samples of the uncontaminated region
within the pit were recovered for flotation. All shell from within the
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EXCAVATION PLAN a ARTIFACT FREQUENCY
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provenience was also retained. A three kilogram sample of oyster shell
from the pit fill was sent to the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine
Resources Department, Charleston, South Carolina for radiocarbon dating
in their Marine Resources Research Institute. Clam shell was not included
for determination because of its possible use as a tool rather than sub-
sistence purposes (Fig. 8). This is particularly important because some
clam shells have worm holes on the interior surfaces of their shell,
indicating that the shell was dead before'being.dep<:>:sJi.tedttt,:tMs sette. The
length of time since last alive would be unknown and skew the date.
Two radiocarbon samples were run and both dates are remarkably similar
(Appendix D). Sample MRRI 88 yielded a date of 2130 ± 100 years BP (180 B.C.),
while sample MRRI 89 yielded a date of 2100 ± 60 years BP (150 B.C.). The
fact that both dates are so close in time suggests, as was originally thought,
a short term occupation with a range somewhere between 280 and 80 B.C. These
dates clearly document the ceramics associated with this sealed feature.
A circular patch of light dry sand was observed at the bottom of the
excavation in provenience square 70. This type feature is characteristic
of the effect produced by fires inunediately above such areas. No charcoal
or ash were noted in this area, revealing that the hearth itself was above
this scorched sand. Evidence for the hearth itself was not visible above
the level of the sand beneath the top humus zone.
No postmolds or other structural data such as wall trenches were located
during the excavation. Numerous root disturbances were noted in several
proveniences. It was thought that because a Wilmington structure, estimated
to date ca. 1000 A.D. (Gx2284) wasi£ev~aiied. 1:>Y1?0St holepattematthe Charles
Towne Site (South 1971), such data would be visible at this site. However,
with the much earlier than expected date for this site, leaching of organic
features might bea factor in their absence. Acknowledging such a possibility,
the absence of such features does not preclude their former existence at the
site.
Ceramics are the only artifacts definitely identified from the specific
research frame. A total of 481 Hanover Fabric Impressed sherds was recovered
from the combined excavations at the site (South 1960). The frequency of
these Hanover sherds by provenience and level is seen in Table 11. The ceramic
assemblage is remarkably uniform, consisting entirely of the type Hanover
Fabric Impressed pottery characterized by sherd tempering and a fabric marked
surface finish. Two small sherds have sand tempering and might normally be
classified as Cape Fear Cordmarked (South 1960). It is assumed, however,
that their small size may well notcallow them to exhibit the characteristic
Hanover tempering. Sand was present in small quantities throughout the
collection.
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Only two vessel forms were observed in the ceramic assemblage. These
included a straight, or slightly expanding open jar, and a slightly incurving
constricted jar (Fig. 9). Vessel diameters range from 35 to 45 centimeters,
and lips are slightly everted and flattened. The fabric markings in all
cases except one is found on the lip. The two radiocarbon dates from pit
80 firmly date this ceramic assemblage between 280 B.C. and 80 B.C.
TABLE 11
CERAMIC ANALYSIS ANV VISTRIBUTION AT THE SPECIFIC RESEARCH AREA, 38CH275
(ALL SHERVS ARE HANOVER FABRIC IMPRESSEV EXCEPT AS NOTEV)
Humus Zone A Zone Total
(counts) (counts) (counts)
Provenience 66 1 6 7
67 7 5 12
68 3 2 5
69 4 4
70 2 5* 7
71 16 5 21
72 29 29 58
73 127 15 142







Total 375 86 481
* Two of these sherds are sand tempered fabric impressed. However, both
are extremely small and may not be representative of the rest of the paste
characteristics of the original vessel.
Sheil Too~
A large number of·the recovered clam shells (Mercenaria sp.) showed an
inordinate amount of damage on them, and were found in a shattered condition
(Figs. 8, 10-12). This damage was far more than would be required for
removing the animal for subsistence purposes. Edge damage was noted on
several of the bivalves (Fig. 10) and a ground surface and sharpened edge
was noted on at least one shell fragment. This specimen does not have the
characteristic ticking along the shell edge, and instead has a much sharper
edge indicative of grinding (Fig. 8).
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of Worked Clam Shell Edge (top) with
Unmodified Edge (bottom).
Shells three times actual size.
FIGURE 9. Ceramic Rim Profiles from Specific Excavation Area.






FIGURE 10. Possible Edge Damaged Clam Fragments.




FIGURE 11. Fragmentary Clam Shell Typical of that from
the Specific Research Frame 38CH275.
(Arrow indicates worm hole on inner portion of clam.)
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Some of the clam fragments are clearly not subsistence items since
they have worm holes on the interior surfaces of their shells. One such
example is illustrated in the upper right in Figure 11. Many of the
whelk shells, which were present in a low percentage in the specific research
frame, have damaged knob projections along the whole surface indicating their
use in battering (Fig. 12), possibly in connection with the shattering of
clam shells for use as lithic substitutes or tools. An experiment was
performed to reveal the pattern of breakage and damage when a clam shell is
fractured by a whelk. The results of this experiment are illustrated in
Figure 13. The shell utilized for the experiment was from an archeological
context and the patterns of breakage and damage revealed might differ from
those of green shell. The patterns of breakage and damage revealed by the
experiment are closely paralleled in the archeological samples from the
investigation (Fig. 12).
To further expand this hypothesis the frequency ratios of the three
major shell types found at the site were compared by provenience; the
hypothesis being that if these shells represent subsistence items only,
there would be a uniform straight line distribution in all units paralleling
oyster. However, if there were functional differences represented by these
shell types (i.e. food vs. tools), there should be a distinct difference
in the frequencies of these types in the shell midden portion of the site
(food remains) and in the non-shell midden portion of the site (activity
areas). This is, indeed, the case (Fig. 14). Excluding squares 66 through
69, which have minimal counts, the non-shell midden proveniences have a
very high frequency of clam; this drops off markedly in the shell midden area.
This indicates that the patterns of disposal of these two shell types were not
identical, and that there is a functional and spatial difference in their
distribution. The oyster shell is primarily associated with subsistence
refuse and occurs in the refuse midden, while the clam, which functions as a
tool resource, has the highest frequency in non-shell areas, indicating the
use of clam in these areas.
The case for a shell tool industry at this site is reinforced by the
total lack of lithic artifacts or debitage from the site despite the fact
that such material was recovered from test pits at other areas within the
broader core sampling research frame. Additionally, no bone tools, which
could act as functional equivalents, were found in the specific research
area, despite the excellent preservation of these materials •.
Ana..tY-6M 06 Sub-6Mtenc.e Item6 6Jtom :the SpeuMc. Ex.c.a.va;Uon Mea
SheU.fiMh
The bulk of the subsistence remains recovered from the specific excavation
area consists of shellfish. ,Three types of shellfish were predominant in the
assemblage: oyster (Crassostrea sp.), clam (Mercenaria sp.), and whelk
(Busycon sp.). The frequency distribution of these types at the specific
research area,.;i;.s presented in Table 12. Oyster clearly is the most important
shellfish resource at the ar~a with a frequency of 90.3%. The variation in
the frequency of the shellfish types within the different provenience areas
-50-
•
FIGURE 12. Shattered Clam Debitage and Damaged Whelk.
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•.. ..
FIGURE 13. Experimental Breakage of Clam with Whelk Shell.
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR SHELLFISH TYPES
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FREQUENCY VISTRIBUTION OF THE SHELLFISH
RESOURCES FROM THE SPECIFIC RESEARCH AREA, 38CH275
Oyster (Crassostrea sp. ) Clam (Mercenaria sp. ) Whelk (Busycon sp. ) Total
(grams) (%) (grams) (%) (grams) (%) (grams) (%)
Provenience 66 24.8 (95.4) 1.2 (4.6) 26.0 (100.0)
67 6.0 (100.0) 6.0 (100.0)
68 1.3 (44.8) 1.6 (55.2) 2.9 (;loa .. 0)
69 121.0 (59.6) 11.0 (S~{+1 71.0 (35.0) 203.0 (100.0)
70 428.0 (J2.5) 154.0 (26.1) 8.0 (1.4) 590.0 (100.0)
71 3448.0 (82.3) 730.0 (17.4) 14.0 (3.3) 4129.0 (100.0)
72 25083.0 (95.3) 1000.0 (3.8) 229.0 (0 .. 9) 26312.0 (100.0)
73 31159.0 (90.9) 2152.0 (6.2) 959.0 (2.8) 34270.0 (99.9)
74 7177.0 (82.0) 1478.0 (16.9) 98 .. 0 (1.1) 8753.0 (100.0)I 75 851.0 (J8.4) 227.0 (20.91 7.0 (0.6) 1085.0 (99.9)VI
~ 77 31384.0 (87.8) 4008.0 (11.2) 342.0 (1.0) 35734.0 (100.0)I
78 20100.0 (88.7) 2456 .. 0 (10.81 96.0 (0.4) 22652.0 (99.9)
79 1888.0 (87.71 261.0 (12.1) 3.0 (0.1) 2152.0 (99.9)
80 9868.0 (91. a} 979.0 <9.01 10847.0 (loa. 0)
160 16913.0 {95.81 572.0 (3~2) 168.0 (1.0) 17653.0 (100.0)
Total 148444.1 (90.3) 14030.8 (8.5) 1995.0 (1.2) 1644779. (100.0)
TABLE 13
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* Most of the mammal bone appears to be deer (Odocoi1eus virginianus)
(1) Maxillary fragment of cotton rat (Sigmodonhispidus), might be intrusive.
(2) Tibia fragment of rabbit (Sy1vi1agus sp.)
(3) Jack (Caranxhippos), seacatfish (Ariidae), black drum (Pogonias cromis)
(4) Black racer vertebrae (Co1uber constrictor), Snake vertebrae (Co1ubridae),
turtle carapace fragments (Testudinidae)
(5) Seacatfish spine, black drum dentary
(6) HumeNft:,'; and ulna from rabbit
(7) Jack neural spine swelling, black drum premaxillary.
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has previously been discussed. Only a few other varieties of shellfish
were noted. These include periwinkle (Littorina sp.) and cockleshell
(Cardium sp.) which had a combined weight of only 11.8 grams.
The small amount of vertebrate material from the specific research area
was extremely fragmentary. In all, only 70.5 grams of bone were recovered.
This low frequency of bone can be directly attributed to cultural causes and
not poor preservation, since preservation of such material was excellent, and
numerous small bone fragments were recovered. The highly fragmentary nature
of the bone fragments makes identification extremely difficult.
Table 13 lists the weight of bone remains separated by taxonomic classes
in each provenience unit. More specific identification has been noted where
possible. What appears to be deer (Odocoileus virginianus) constitutes the
greatest percentage of faunal remains. Other mammals identified include
rabbit (Sylvilagus sp.), and cotton rat (Sigrnodon hispidus) which might be
intrusive into the midden context in which it was located. Fish constitute
the next most frequent class of vertebrates, with black drum (Pogonias cromis),
sea catfish (Ariidae), and possibly jack (Caranx hippos). Reptiles are
represented by black racer (Coluber constrictor), turtle and another uniden-
tified snake. Long bones of two different birds, both of which are uniden-
tified, represent this class.
The vertebrate faunal assemblage represents a very diverse, and sparse
utilization of these resources. The fish population is much lower than was
thought to have existed prior to excavation, and suggests that fish were not
the major focus of the subsistence economy associated with this site. Instead
a picture of balanced exploitation of all vertebrate resources in the area is
suggested.
FtaMl Re.mcUYLO
Flotation samples from midden proveniences were identified by Dr. Wade
Batson, a botanist with the Department of Biology, University of South
Carolina. A preliminary identification of some of these items is shown in
Table 14. The most interesting and important item which was identified in
the sample is arrow-arum (Peltandra virginicum). This plant is thought to
have been utilized by the sixteenth century North Carolina and Virginia
Indians. Hariot and Berkeley (Swanton 1946: 271) describe seeds as somewhat
larger than capers which grow in clusters on a plant found in shallow water.
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Table 14.
PRELIMINARY PALEOETHNOBOTANICAL ANALYSIS OF FLOTATION























They further report that these berries required eight or nine hours of
boiling before becoming edible. If eaten before this time they cause
illness, making one "frantic." Swanton (1946: 272,276) considers that this
description identifies these seeds to be from the arrow-arum, a coastal marsh
grass. The recovery of seeds of this plant from thes.ite indicates a pre-
cedent for the validity of Swanton's identification, and also indicates a
very early occurrence of a specialized subsistence activity, namely extracting
or rendering fit to eat, a resource which is otherwise unavailable. The other
items identified have strong precedent for their importance in prehistoric
economies. The chinkapin (Castanea sp.) has only been minimally reported from
coastal sites even though this plant was of considerable significance to
protohistoric Indian groups of the Southeastern United States (Swanton 1946:
277-293). This species has not been reported from coastal sites of the
Stallings/Thom's Creek Phase (Marrinan 1975).
A strange contradiction exists in the subsistence data obtained from this
site. In two instances there is a tendency for specialized subsistence
activities, namely oyster gathering and arrow-arum harvesting and processing.
This latter subsistence activity is strict.ly a coastal adaptation. However,
the extensive fish resources which undoubtedly were available in the immediate
area were not intensively exploited, and the other vertebrate remains tend to
indicate a dispersed hunting pattern. This seeming contradiction might be a
function of the seasonality of certain of the resources in the site vicinity.
Of particular interest is the shift in shellfish exploitation from the
Stallings and Thom's Creek Phases in which whelk, periwinkle and fish as well
as oyster, are predominant in the diet (Marrinan 1975). A possible hypothesis
is that this site represents a movement of people from the north along the
coast. Anderson's study of ceramic distribution along the South Carolina coast
(1975) clearly reveals a northern precedent for fabric marked ceramics, the
only surface finish found on this site. The occurrence of this type of
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ceramic at such an early date, as revealed by the radiocarbon dates is in
keeping with South's 1960 interpretation of Hanover Fabric Impressed pottery
as being contemporary with a Deptford time frame (South 1960), at which time
he pointed out the northern origin for the fabric impressed surface finish.
The subsistence base at this site seems very generalized, with no specific
exploitation of estuary vertebrate resources, which should be particularly
abundant in the region. This suggests an unfamiliarity of the availability of
these resources, or perhaps lack of a technology capable of exploiting them.
This is in sharp contrast to the inhabitants during the Thom's Creek/Stallings
Phase. The Peltandra utilization is, however, a specialized coastal subsistence
adaptation with a known northern precedence (Swanton 1946: 276) and may have
been one of the few economic activities which could be immediately focused on
in the new environment.
The spatial distribution of artifacts and features revealed by the
excavations in the specific excavation area when considered together with
the range of subsistence items and artifact classes, indicates a temporary,
short term occupation by a small group of people. More importantly, the
utilization of this site took place during a single time period, and this
area was not reoccupied until the mid-nineteenth century, when the Civil
War military occupation to the east resulted in a few brick bats and a
musket ball being deposited in this area of the site. This allows a clear
recognition of site use patterning since the obliterating effects of continued
long term occupation are not present.
The spatial distribution and frequencies of bone, sherds, and shell,
when considered together in lieu of structural data and well defined features
should identify living or activity areas in the vicinity of the midden. This
distributional patterning of these artifacts as discussed earlier (Fig. 7)
indicates that the occupational area is primarily located north of the midden
area, rather than to the south or west. The distribution of bone by weight
reinforces this. In proveniences 75 and 79 less than 0.1 grams of bone are
present. However in proveniences 68 through 70, bone retains a moderate
frequency when compared with the previously mentioned non-shell midden
proveniences. Even in provenience 74, which contains moderate shell attribu-
table to a small portion of midden, bone remains were minimal. This would tend
to indicate that the disposal, or processing involving bone was focused on the
north side of the midden, rather than to the south or west. Proveniences 67 and
68, also on the north side of the shell midden demonstrate consistently higher
sherd counts than the proveniences immediately surrounding the shell midden. This,
when considered with the location of the burned area in square 70, indicates that
squares 67 through 69 represent the activity area delineated by the excavation
which is associated with the midden. There is also a noticable absence of shell
in these areas although other classes of artifacts remain relatively constant.
Interestingly, the highest frequencies of clam shell fragments when
compared with total shell frequency (Table 12) are located in the proveniences
directly adjacent to the north and south margins of the midden. This might
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indicate that butchering or food processing activities utilizing shell tools,
if indeed most of the clam shell was so used, occurred around the edges of
the shell midden, particularly the northern and southern margins.
The above patterns tend to imply that two distinct activity areas
apart from the shell midden are located at the site: a presumed butchering/
food processing area encircling the midden with an associated fire burned
area, and an occupational or activity area in the proveniences north of the
midden, yet adjacent to the fire scorched area as well. The types of
activities associated with this area are unknown.
Besides these areas, another apparently related feature is present at
the site. This is the previously discussed pit (provenience 80). As
mentioned earlier, this pit was dug and backfilled prior to the deposition
of the shell midden. This might suggest that there is a southwest to north-
east accretion of the shell midden since debris would be deposited from the
north to cause the accretion. This is entirely consistent with the interpreted
occupational area which is thought to be in the northern margin of the site.
This feature was surprisingly devoid of faunal remains, despite the fact that
the entire contents were floated, indicating a non-disposal activity contrasting
with that found in the midden. The close spatial relationship of the pit to
the fire area suggests a possible association but no firm data relate these.
The pit, although distinct from the midden was formed only slightly earlier
than the accretion of the overlying midden. This is evident from the fact that
many of the sherds from the pit are very similar to those of the bottom layer
of square 72. This also indicates a relationship of the pit to the interpreted
occupation area on the north edge of the midden.
The investigation of the specific research area turned up some interesting
patterns which differ somewhat from our previous conceptions of prehistoric
occupation sequence of the South Carolina coast (South 1973). In 1960 South
had placed the Hanover Series pottery at a Deptford time frame (South 1960)
on the basis of the few clues available at that time. Later, South (1973)
published a taxonomic sequence which reversed the position of Cape Fear and
Hanover ceramics based primarily on available radiocarbon dates which suggested
a date as late as 1105~ 90 A.D. for sherd tempered ceramics (South 1971). The
data from the present study reveal that the early position of sherd tempered
ceramics, prior to sand tempered Cape Fear ceramics, as interpreted by South
in 1960 is the correct relationship. A time range of ca. 200 B.C. to ca. 1000
A.D. for the Hanover Series (Wilmington Ware-Group: South 1973), however, is
the range rrow indicated by the data for Wilmington Ware-Group pottery.
Sherd tempering as an early ceramic attribute is not uncommon along the
Southeastern coast. Milanich (1971) reports minor, but consistent quantities
of sherd tempered plain ceramics from sites on Cumberland Island, Georgia.
The size, artifact composition, bone frequency, and shellfish type
composition, are unusually similar to the shell midden investigated in the
Stafford North site, particularly tests I, III, and IV, on Cumberland Island.
Despite the fact that these middens contain fiber tempered, check stamped,
cordmarked and plain ceramics, all of which are known to be stratigraphically
separated on the Georgia coast (Williams 1968; Caldwell 1971), these middens
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are assumed by Milanich to be the result of the activity of a single family
at one period of time (Milanich 1971: 33). The position maintained here is
that these middens were the result of serial accretion as is evidenced by
the temporal range of the ceramic assemblage. However, if the cultural
processes which are responsible for the amount of accumulation of shell are
identical, irrespective of the amount of time required for the similar
accumulation to have occurred, then it might indicate a similarity in sub-
sistence and settlement patterning, one which supposed that this adaptive
pattern remained constant throughout the temporal span of at least 1000 years
of the Stafford North midden. The important consideration here, is that it
should be noted that the data are not directly comparable and must be filtered
through a series of assumptions before a comparison can be validly made. As
it stands, there is no comparable archeological assemblage identified at this




SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS ANV EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS
Ptwjeet SwnmMlj and Eva1.uct:Uan
The sampling survey of the research frame at Fort Johnson has revealed
that a core sampling design such as this is an excellent means for inter-
polating the dispersion of cultural materials. Not only was the sub-soil
sampling procedure effective in delineating occupation areas of the research
frame, but it was also adequate in providing a sample from which quantitative
pattern was sufficiently recognized that comparison with known patterns could
be made using data from the nineteenth century occupation. Recognition of
these quantitatively defined patterns has allowed functional interpretations
regarding the military nature of the nineteenth century occupation, and
analysis of the ceramics has demonstrated a similar military function, as well
as clues regarding the kind of food being used. The fact that a small amount
of data from a core sampling design can be seen to reveal such insights is
certainly encouraging, and suggests that such sampling may well become a
major discovery tool in archeology for evaluating the archeological potential
of a study area.
The dispersion of Indian occupation debris primarily on the second ridge
rather than on the first ridge where visible surface evidence was present, as
well as more scattered data in the low ground to the north of these ridges,
suggests that sub-surface sampling is a far better means of making discovery
of the occupation areas than through surface observation alone. The core
sampling and testing method used here also revealed, through contrasting
variability, an isolated area with potential for identification of a specific
activity relating to the utilization of tidal resources. Testing of this
postulate through more intensive excavation in this area was certainly called
for, and excavation was carried out in order to test this hypothesis.
As the last section of this report demonstrates, the results of this
follow-up phase of more intensive excavation was dramatically productive
of data valuable in any future studies in the Carolina coastal area. Such
results are not possible when the strategy used to select the site on which
intensive excavation is conducted is picked simply because a large quantity
of shell can be seen on the surface. Such sites more often than not were
developed through repeated occupation of the same spot of land through a
thousand or more years in time. Such sites have been of value traditionally
in stratigraphic studies, but they often do not allow for pinpointing of
behavioral activities and associated cultural by-products in relation to the
strategy used to exploit the environment by Indians at one moment in time as
do those sites such as that on which we have reported here. This study
illustrates that such "pure," single component sites are not simply found
accidentally, but can be located through the research strategy demonstrated
here. It is through the use of such strategies for isolating and examining




The traditional number of man days required for analysis and writing
the report was four times that required for the field work. The 36 man
days required for the core sample survey is matched exactly by 144 man days
for analysis, writing, and report preparation. This is shown in the following
Table 15.
Table 15
MAN VAYS INVOLVEV IN THE FORT JOHNSON SAMPLING SURVEY PROJECT
Task
Research design and planning research
Drafting, analysis, report writing
Processing artifacts in laboratory
























Computer run time U.S.C. Computer Services (no charge to the project) @.25
per sec. $900.00
This time frame relates only to the sampling survey, and does not
include the four day project at the specific excavation area where the
archeologist, assisted by Randolph J. Widmer, Leslie Beusche1, and David
Ballenger collected a more extensive sample in order to test the implications




The sampling survey on the National Register of Historic Places site
at Fort Johnson has revealed information regarding the density and dispersion
of cultural materials. Through the process of core sampling of the site
valuable information has been gained, particularly in regard to this metho-
dological procedure. Because of the nature of the data already revealed,no
maj or mitigation is recommended.
There is one aspect of this project that must be considered in regard
to preservation of cultural resources in and near the construction site.
This is the fact that on the southern edge of the research frame, in the
area that will be the south yard of the new building, there are a number of
brick chimney-base remains. These are from the occupation of the site by
Confederates and Federal forces during the Civil War. Such ruins are the
remains of chimneys made of bricks salvaged from other ruins, probably combined
with wooden barrels or clay-lined stick chimneys of the type illustrated by
Edwin Forbes who saw such chimneys in military quarters during the Civil War
(Dawson 1957). A dozen such chimney rubble piles were located within the
research frame (Fig. 4) at Fort Johnson. Historians of the Civil War period
may be extremely interested in these ruins in the years to come. One of these
was tested (Square 64), and while no architectural details were discovered
the artifacts sealed beneath these piles of rubble are.of the Civil War period.
Three of these chimney bases are within the construction area and will be
destroyed by the construction of the building. Others are outside the construc-
tion area, but some are so close that they may well be damaged by construction
activity unless care is taken to protect these ruins. These ruins should also
be protected from damage by landscaping and maintenance crews, as well as from
vandals searching for Civil War relics.
In the same area as
feet across and 3-4 feet
subsequently collapsed.
in as they are a part of
War Period.
these chimney bases are several "craters" (about 20
deep) that appear to have been surface wells that have
It is urged that these, too, be preserved and not filled
the story of the garrisons of Fort Johnson in the Civil
Since these features are, for the most part, out of the actual construction
area the effects on them might be considered "secondary impact." They are located
in such relation to the construction area that they can be preserved, without
conflict with the construction. If construction activities cannot be done without
damage to these features or if landscaping and maintenance must destroy them then




SYMAP RANKING SCHEME FOR
TWENTIETH CENTURY ARTIFACT GROUP
FROM CORE SAMPLES
Artifact Crushed Granite Quartz
Classes and Asphalt + Pebbles
Unit of Measure Count Count
Observed Range o - 126 o - 226
Relative Ranges o Absent o Absent
for Density Rank 11- 4 11- 4
2 5 - 24 2 5 - 24
I 3 25 - 49 3 25 - 99
0' 4 Over 49 4 Over 99~
I Total Possible


















Observed Range 0 - 4
Cumulative Ranks of all




Observed Range of Cumulative











SYMAP RANKING SCHEME FOR
NINETEENTH CENTURY KITCHEN GROUP
FROM CORE SAMPLES
Artifact Bottle Metal
Classes Glass + Ceramics + Flakes =
Unit of Measure Count Count Count
Observed Range 0-4 o - 2 o - I
Relative Ranges 0 Absent 0 Absent o Absent
for Density Rank I I I I I I
2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3
4 Over 3 4 Over 3 4 Over 3
SYMAP RANKING SCHEME FOR











































SYMAP RANKING SCHEME FOR
NINETEENTH CENTURY ARCHITECTURE GROUP
FROM CORE SAMPLES
Artifact Brick Mortar Window Total Nineteenth Century
Classes Fragments + Nails + Fragrilents· + .Glass - Architecture Group
Unit of Measure Weight Count Weight Count
Observed Range 0-64.4g 0-6 0-122.7g 0-3
Relative Ranges







































3 - 5 Equivalent SYMAP Rank for Total Architecture Group = 3
Over 5
Unit of























3 3 - 5
4 Over 5




Class Shell Lithics Charcoal Bone Fragments
Unit of
Measure Weight Count Weight Weight Weight
Observed
Range 0-1006.6g 0 0-10.3g 0-5.6g 0-28.9g
Re lat i ve Ranges 0 Absent 0 Absent 0 Absent 0 Absent
for Density Rank 1 .1-9.9g 1 .1-.4g 1 .1-.3g 1 .4-6.9g
2 10.0-99.9g 2 .5-1.1g 2 .4-1. Og 2 7.0-13.9g, 3 100.0-499.9g 3 1.2-2.9g 3 1.1-3.0g 3 14.0-20.9g
~
4 Over 499.9g 4 Over 2.9g 4 OVer 3.0g 4 Over 20.9g~,
Artifact Total Plain Deptford Cape Fear Wilmington/Hanover
Class Shercls Shercls Series Series Series
Unit of
Measure Weight Weight Weight Weight Weight
Observed
Range 0-134.9g 0-134.9g 0-17.5g 0-7.1g 0-28.4g
Relative Ranges










* Same ranking scheme utilized for all series of potsherds
APPENVIX B
NINEtEENTH CE~rrURY ARTIFACT COUNTS FOR TEST SQUARES
CH275
SQUARES 105 107 108 113 114 115 119 126 160 64 112 103 TOTAL %
Ceramics 7 2 19 8 2 4 1 4 47 12.6%
Bottle Glass 8 4 33 6 2 7 1 11 8 1 81 21.7%
Total Kitchen 15 6 52 14 4 11 1 1 15 8 1 128 34.3%
Window Glass 3 1 3 6 13 13.5%
Nails 40 11 5 19 6 5 6 97 4 193 51.7%
Construction Hdw. 1 2 20 2 25 5.6%
Total Architecture 41 14 6 19 11 5 26 - 105 4 231 61.9%
Balls, Sprue 1 5 6 1.6%
Misc. Military 1 1 2 1 5 1.3%
Total Military (Anus) 1 1 1 7 1 11 2.9%
Personal Items 1 1 .5%
Tobacco Pipes 2 2 .5%
TQTAL 56 21 59 33 15 16 1 30 - 128 8 6 373 100.1%
NINETEENTH CENTURY ARTIFACT COUNTS FOR CORE SAMPLES
CORES 5 7 8 13 14 15 19 26 60 64 12 3 TOTAL %
Ceramics 2 2 11.8%
Bottle Glass 4 4 23.5%
Total Kitchen 2 4 6 35.3%
Window Glass 1 1 2 11.8%
Nails 2 2· 4 23.5%
Construction Hdw.
Total Architecture 3 3 6 35.3%
Balls, Sprue 3 1 1 5 29.4%
Misc. Military
Total Military (Anus) 3 1 1 5 29.4%
Personal Items
Tobacco Pipes
TOTAL 8 7 1 1 17 100 %
-68...
PREHISTORIC ARTIFACT FREQUENCIES FOR TEST SQUARES
Squares. Shell Bone Lithics Charcoal Potsherds Clay Balls
CH275 105 132.3g 87.8g 1 54.9g 20
107 1782.3g 3.2g 9.4g 12 1
108 386.4g 2.5g 1 1.4g 6
113 1526.4g .6g 15.1g 4 2
114 35.5g 1.7g 1.4g 2
115 43.1g 1.lg 9
119 80.1g 16.5g 8.9g 2 4
126 73.0g 23.6g 9 29.7g 6 10
128 .6g
129 1l.6g 1 9.4g 4
160 18426.7g .9g 27.3g 43
64 16968.9g 18.5g 2 22.0g 16
112 56.3g 3.0g .1g 68
65 .2g 20
CH16 103 4511.8g 1.lg 11.Og 21
104 1013.1g 2.4g 2 7.1g 31
105 528.0g .5g 1
Total 45575.5g l6l.8g 16 200.1g 265 17
PREHISTORIC ARTIFACT FREQUENCIES FOR
CORE SAMPLES AVJACENT TO THE TEST SQUARES
Cores Shell Bone Lithics Charcoal Potsherds Clay Balls
CH275 5 8.8g 10.0g 5.8g 1
7 71.2g .2g
8 382.0g .3g 9.3g 3
13 40.7g .1g .5g
14 .3g .2g .3g
15




60 1006.6g .. 5g 2.6g 2




5 26.5g l~lg ·1
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